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Summer mornings come quick and hot to this desert. Coyotes yip and call as the night
retreats over the mountains. Daylight brings what soon will be a wall of breathtaking
heat.
This is an unfriendly, barren place, miles from any city, but 50 years ago its desolation
was perfect for a team of international scientists who exploded the world's first atomic
device in semi-secrecy at 5:29:45 a.m. Mountain Time, July 16, 1945.Less than a month
later, Japanese troops surrendered, ending World War II, after the United States dropped
two atomic bombs on Japan in August 1945. Five decades later, that act is still questioned
by concerned citizens around the world.
On July 16, 1995, a crowd estimated at between 1,500 and 3,000 gathered at Trinity Site.
They braved the heat, which grew intense by 9 a.m., to commemorate the 50the
anniversary of the explosion with prayers and philosophical comments on the date.
Historic moment
The U.S. Army opened the site, part of the White Sands Missile Range, especially for the
anniversary. Normally it is open only twice a year, on the first Saturday in April and
October.
In many cases, those who flew from around the globe, or drove from Ohio, California,
Washington, D.C., and parts of Canada decided almost casually to show up. But behind
most of their decisions lay a conviction that something tremendous had happened here.
"It was a defining moment for evolution, and it was mankind's next step in evolution,"
said Bill Lacinak, who came out on vacation from Cleveland, with his father-in-law
Wilson Lacinak. "We still have to learn to use the potential we have at our fingertips."
Today's protesters echoed his words. Ed Grothus of the Los Alamos Study Group, a
New Mexico anti-nuclear group, worked on his message at the side of the road, lit by the
headlights of his Ford truck.
He hammered together a wood frame in the dawn, then hung an American flag on it.
It flapped in the breeze and he and his daughter struggled to tie it down.
"I've been the major nuclear activist in the area for 40 years," Grothus said.

He joined the nuclear program at Los Alamos in 1949 as a machinist.
But his work haunted him, he said, and he decided he had to do something. "I was just
doing my job making bombs, feeding bodies into the furnace," Grothus said matter-offactly.
He turned back to his exhibit, and put up a banner which read, "We Are Sorry About
Hiroshima & Nagasaki." Next to it was a painting of a mushroom cloud.
In the darkness, a charter bus and a satellite truck raced past Grothus and a mile of cars
parked on the narrow road leading in.
At the information booth, hours later, a media log would list journalists from around the
world.
One Japanese crew rented a limousine to sleep in, and arrived as military personnel
prepared to open.
Inside the fence at Trinity Site, military police kept a close watch on demonstrators,
disrupting their prayers when they tried to encircle the monument at ground zero and
refusing to admit a group carrying a banner.
"I think this is a police state," said demonstrator Jose Arguelles. "They dropped a bomb
here. The banner doesn't hurt. The bomb does."
Arguelles and his wife, Lloydine, drove from California with more than a dozen people
to call for a worldwide nuclear freeze.
They all joined hands and prayed. That did not alleviate the tense atmosphere created by
photo-hungry media, throngs of spectators, and wary military police.
Some physicists, awed by the bomb they built, who had hoped a demonstration of the
bomb for Japan would make its use unnecesssary had met with similar adversity half a
century ago. Military leaders won the approval of Presi dent Truman to use the bomb
and shorten the war.
Yet modern historians point out that the United States was at least partially aware that
Japanese leaders were considering some sort of surrender.
Japanese hope
With this knowledge, Japanese citizens might understandably be bitter. But Tsukasa
Ejiri, a Washington, D.C.-based repOlier for the Japanese daily newspaper Hokaido
Shimbun, said Japanese attitudes toward their atomic decimation have changed.

"They think it's a tragedy, but they think it will never happen again," he said. Ejiri
visited Trinity Site and Los Alamos, where the bomb was designed, and wrote an article
about the anniversary.
Japanese scientists had their own nuclear program during the war, although it lagged far
behind German and American efforts, and Ejiri said some Japanese today appreciate the
painstaking preparation that went into the bomb.
That grueling work extended to Trinity Site, which in 1945 was even more isolated than
it is to day. To house the bomb, Army personnel swiftly built a 100-foot tower from
which to detonate the device, added a paved road, and carved bunkers in the surrounding
badlands for scientists to view the results of their work.
Today, all that remains is a monument, two surrounding fences, and an instrumentations
bunker immediately to the west. Two miles away, surrounded by sparse yet persistent
shrubbery, is a small ranch house, built in 1913, and abandoned in 1942 when the Army
began training bombing crews in the region.
Assembly site
Scientists took it over, too, and assembled the core of the bomb in its master bedroom. It
has been restored, and like the Trinity Site, is open twice a year.
Berlyn Brxner, the chief cameraman in charge of photographing the 1945 blast, visited
Trinity Site for the anniversary, and held court outside the ranch house. He said the blast
was impressive, but so was the job he had to do half a century ago.
"The first shock wave came at about 30 seconds. There was a terribly loud bang, and
there was a little wind (from the explosion)," he said. "My attention was on my cameras.
They said it would be brighter than the sun, so to prepare, I just photographed the sun."
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LOS ALAMOS -- The American Civil Libetiies Union may be considering entering the fracas
between a Santa Fe peace group and Los Alamos National Laboratory's Bradbury Science
Museum. "We believe the museum seriously infringes on the protections afforded free
expression under both the state and federal constitutions, if it in fact reduces the square footage
allotted to dissenting views," Albuquerque ACLU executive director Jennie Lusk wrote in a July
25 letter to museum director John Rhoades.
Lusk criticized the museum's intention to halve the space now used by the Los Alamos Study
Group.
"Halving the space permitted for alternate perspectives is actually throwing out a political view
and substituting for it a view more compatible with the primary view put forward by the
museum," she wrote.
Rhoades said he has not seen the letter and cannot comment.
Lusk could not be reached for comment, and ACLU lawyer Phil Davis said he did not know if the
ACLU is about to enter the case or if the letter was just a statement of support for the study
group's position.
The study group's current display, featuring photos from the Peace Memorial Hall in Hiroshima,
Japan, is scheduled to modified on Monday to allow the Los Alamos Education Group, an
organization of veterans and former Manhattan Project workers, space for a display in support of
the decision to drop the atomic bombs on Japan.
The study group said it welcomes the veterans' display for the 50th anniversary of the bombing of
Hiroshima on Aug. 6 and through the fall but will not accept the permanent loss of space. LANL
earlier said that a California court ruling allows it to divide the space among those with various
viewpoints, including those who may share the lab's pro-nuclear viewpoint.
Lusk disagrees.
"The debate and dissent essential to real public exchange of views simply don't exist when all the
views originate from one pro-lab perspective," she wrote. "The museum is in fact passing
judgment based on content if it cuts in half the only space aIlotted for anti-nuclear viewpoints."
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wall to be sh ar ed until en d of year
~Veterans'

displ ay
will dispu te argu ment
that Japan was near
su rrend er before
atom ic bomb ings.
BY PATRI CK ARMI JO

JOURN AL STAFF WRITER

Public display space at the Bradbury Science Museum in Los
Alamos will be split down the middle by camps holding opposite
views on the morality of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and
.
Nagasaki.
The arrangement will last until
the end of the year, but determining wh01l control access to the 10by-15-foot space beyond then may
well be a matter for the courts to
settle.

Steve Stoddard of the Los Alamos Education Group said a display
sponsored by the coalition of veterans groups, including survivors
of the Bataan Death March, Navajo Code Talkers and Los Alamos
National Laboratory retirees, will
be ready for public display at 1
p.m. Monday.
. One section of the display, which
was produced by Albuquerque's
Retail Advertisers, Printing &
Mailing Services Inc., will be
devoted to combat what the group
calls the "revision of history" by
anti-nuclear' groups who contend
that use of the bomb was immoral.
The display will include an
account by Bataan Death March
survivor Vicente Ojinaga of Santa
Fe about being herded into a pit
with other prisoners, sprayed with
gasoline and set on fire.
Stoddard said another section of
the display aims at making "it

abundantly clear that the Japanese
were not close to surrendering.
The implication of the other
group's display that the Japanese
were ready to surrend er is what is
so infuriating to us."
Stoddard said his group has no .
plans to seek display space beyond
the end of the year.
,But that's a major fear of the Los
Alamos Study Group, a Santa Febased anti-nuclear organization.
Cathie Sullivan of the Study
Group; which was, until recently,
the only organization requesting
wall space, said a verbal understanding with the museum and a
California court opinion openiIlg
up space at a similar museum at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory gives her group the right
to control access to the wall.
'The nut of the issue is: Does the
wall remain for bona fide, dissident
opinion or is it a space for amendl

._. cL..

~

ing or just slightly divergent views
of what the lab is already doing?"
she said.
Sullivan said her group will go to
court to prevent loss of control of
the wall at the end of the year.
Bradbu ry Director Johri Rhoades said the museum, which is part
of Los Alamos National Laboratory, will serve as the "custodian" of
access to the wall and keep it open
to all non-lab groups desiring
space.
Protocols will be decided to
determine how space will be
shared should request s exceed
display space, Rhoades said.
He' added that determining
access to the wall based on political content of the message would
violate the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution, and he said the
wall will be open to all non-lab
groups at the end of the year.
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lis year's 50 Anniversary of the
tomic bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagaski threatens to blow
the lid off the official mythology

of the bomb as our Savior.

According to legend, killing hundreds of
thousands of civilians ended the war.
Although it does look that Way, the facts tell
another story. No one headed for a mainland
invasion of Japan had to die in battle. The
reason for ending tile war in a hurry witil an
atomic blast was to stop the Russians from
entering tile war and afterwards claiming a
hwlk of tile pie. '11Ierefore, people who thank
bomb makers for saving family members
should thillk about the fact that our lroders
were willing to sacrifice all life......Japanese
and American-to achieve their pOlitical
goals-to maintain tileir power in postwar
Asia.
Every year on August 6th and 9th, the
world takes a backward glance ana checks
its conscience. This year the Los Alamos
Study Group has put on dtsplay photos and
commentaries of the effects of the blasts
upon Ilt\lnan beings from the Hiroshima
Peace Musewn-featured on a wall at the
Bradbury Science Museulll-in the bomb
makers hometown. Although the Study
Group gallled the right to dtsplay alternative
viewpoints on nuclear weapons only after a
long court battle. In California, the thread of
freedom which such a display, brings to us
may be severed if the will of present Lab
managers prevails. These folks already
spend 22 million dollars a year on public
relations to maintain in your mind the
thought that Lab work benefits you rather
than threatens you with genocide.
Last month veterans from Los Alamos
complained to musewn slaff that the peaceful
viewpoint on the Study Group wall was
detracting from their vision of the war as a
good deed. They enlisted the support offal'mer Lab Director, Harold Agnew, who [!red'
off a letter to the Bradbury slaff demanding
that they cooperate with the veterans or be
prepared to lose their jobs. Meanwhlle the
Study Group held meetings with tile veterans
(whose opinion does not represent all veterans) and through qulet talk evolved a plan for
a joint-exilibit which would show how'both
groups agree and disagree. Mary Riseley,
study group slaffer, was 'proud that the two
groups were working together, re-enforcing
her group's cOllllllibnent to non·violent con·
flict resolution-a peaceful ending.
Unfortunately, Lab managers, sensing a
power shift, stepped in abruptiy to announce
that half of the wall would be given over to
the veterans. This kind of short,sighted decision-making failed to impress the Study
Group who know about our rights under the
Constitution. They quickly promised to seek
a court injunction to maintahl their use of all
the wail. While searching for a backdoor
leading to a more graceful ending to the con·
frontation, the group is going ahead with
plans for the 50th annlversaly.
Although it may. seem that the forces of
war and peace are once again tugging
against each other-the thread of freedom on
. which we plill is beccming dangerously ·over·
stressed fi"omlack' of attention. I1:Qnlcally the
folks who were caught up in fighting wars
, say they did it for preserving our freedom.
Now the Study Group chailenges them to
practice their preachings-to trust that
OPEN DISCUSSION about the atomic bomb-

I

ings will brlllg us closer together as we rec·
oncile views, listen to each other, absorb
tilen- meanlllg and let go of past hab"ed. Thts
is an imporlant healing process for our fanli·
lies and our society.
Luckily over the past two years, people
ftom tilis COWllry and foreign lands have vis·
ited the Bradbury Museum and seen the
peace wall display are writhlg their impres·
sions in a VisitOl's book. Lookhlg more like a
graffited wall tilan a book, page after page is
filled with deep personal messages: anger,
sorrow, confusion, hope, prayers, put-downs,
.insults, thanks, no-thanks, doodles, drawillgs
and dreams scrawled alld neatiy penned. I
found voices for both war and peace:
"I was one of those SPal"ed. Thank you
for building the bomb. It saved my
father .... brotheL.husband .. WitllOut it, I
wouldn't have been born." The true·believ·
ers pay homage to the desltllctive force they
see as essential for theil' personal survival.
But tilts theme of the bomb as Savior is also
guiding their minds away from second
thoughts, criticism and suifering. It's a loud
noise which blocks out other questions:
"If Hiroshima was necessmY, what was
Nagasaki?" "Why destroy our home to make
a point or a buck?" "Has it ever occurred to
anyone that killing all these i1mocent people
with an atomic bomb made us murderers?"
"Japanese people are nice but war buns us
into animals. Why do we feel compelled to
fight horror with worse horror?"
COllUnents reveal the human capacity
to feel joy, pleasure alld the suifering of Otil'
ers: "My career was spawned by bomb blasts
iind testing. However I say the deatils of so
many people was unwarranted." "Seeing
charred bodies of childran does not give me a
feeling of victory. Rather, I am disgusted."
"Isn't it ironic that we do such atrocities in
the name of bettering our society." "it's a
shame that LANL work is primarily aimed
against people, instead of for people." "It is
hard to realize all the Death."
Finally there is wisdom, pointing
toward a way to'de·escalate the hatred:
"Despite all our efforts, We are not as powerful as we would like to believe. Nature overcomes us all. Lower your ego." "Hiroshima
can happen again and again. Beware of being
brainwashed: WAR IS PEACE; SLAVERY IS
FREEDOM, IGNORANCE IS STRENGTH George Orwell in 1984." "We should apolo·
gize to Japan for using A-Bombs. There is
power in an apology. Not saying we are right
or wrong but we are sorry." (The Emperor
has recentiy apologized to the US government for bombillg Pearl Harbor.) This idea
drew alot of negative COlmnents in the book
and also the remark: "We have a troubling
incapacity to handle criticism." "We need to
be forgiving of the past. The Jews need to be
forgiving of the Holocaust,
the
Indians of the Massacres, the Japanese of
Hiroshima and Nagask~ the US of Pearl Harbor. It is our minds and motives which control war and peace."
Events scheduled for bombing annlverSal")': Sundsy, August 6th noon to 9 PM. Ashley
Pond Park in Los Alamos, a vigil, visit to Bradbury Museunl, potluck picnic, alld commemorative candle float on the pond at dusk. 7 PM Channel 6, Public Access TV Special Program.
Wednesday, August 9th: All Day: Children's Peace Statue dedication events at
Plaza Resolana, in Santa Fe. Call 982-8539 for
information. ..
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, The New Mexic an'

Santa Fe city, govern ment is
sponso ring a worksh op and public hearing on the future of the'
US
.. nuclear
. . weapon s comple..x '
The CIty mtends the meetI?g ,
schedu led for Saturda y, to gIve
the public an opportu nity to comS Depar t men t 'f
men t on a U..
0
Energy plan that could turn Los
Alamos Nationa l Labora tory into
a nuclear bomb-m aking center in
the 21st century .
Althoug h the DOE - the par-

ent agency of the. Los Alamos lab and the environ ment.
- has held· meetm gs on the plan
..
.
, .
in Los Alamos and Albuqu erque, . The meetm g wIll ~e, dIvI~ed
it decline d Mayor Debbie mto two parts: a m?rnIn g sessI~n
Jaramil lo's request to hold 'a devoted to edu,catmg the pubbc
meetin g here.
about the D<?E s plan and ~ af~
The agency
. ternoon pubbc comme nt seSSIOn.
state d t h at t h ere IS
no DOE facility in Santa Fe.
The meetin g will be videota ped
Th I b
d"
II h b
and all the comme nts will be for'1 e a tra ItIOna y aSh eell: a warded to the DOE
said Peggy
nuc
-.
,.
ity. ear weapon s researc facilPrmce
of the Los.Alamos
Study
,
Group a Santa Fe citizens orga. Produc tion work involve s the nizatidn.
handlin g of greater amount s of
nuclear materia ls and therefo re
The hearing is schedu led to be
poses a greater threatt o worker s held in the City Council Cham-

bers from 10 a.m. to 5 p;m.
The afterno on seSSIOn, from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. will be broadc ast
live on Public Educat ionlGo vernment Channe l 6 on the local cable
televisi on system .
The mornin g session has been
,
.
reserve d for an mfo:l"I?atIOnal
worksh op by DOE offICIals and
the afterno on session will be reserve d f or .p~ bl'IC c0lIl:men t .
For more mformatIOn, contact
the Los Alamos Study group at
982-7747 or the Concer ned Citizens for Nuclea r Safety at 9831976.

LA group's view of bombings
now on display at Bradbury
By STEPH EN T. SHANKLAND
, Assista nt Managi ng Editor
The Los Alamos Education Group's view of
the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki now is on display at the Bradbury Science
Museum.
The Education Group exhibit, which opened
Monday, takes up half the space formerly occupied by an exhibit by the Los Alamos Study
Group, a Santa Fe-based organization that
questions the use of the bombs.
The Education Group, a coalition of veteran
and retiree organizations, asked for and was
granted space to place its own exhibit. Education Group members object to some Study
Group historical material.
The Study Group exhibit currently consists
of several photographs of the effects of the
bombs on Hiroshima, Nagasaki, and their
inhabitants. The Education Group exhibit has
its own grim photos: emaciated prisoners of
war, a Chinese POW being stabbed by a Japanese soldier, the bombing of Pearl Harbor, and

other scenes. Both exhibits have quotations
backing up their points of view.
The Education Group exhibit, addressed to
"those who were not there and would rewrite
history for their own purposes," has several figures and quotations that describe projected
casualties and Japanese treatment of POWs.
Study Group members have complained that
the Education Group exhibit is a rebuttal to the
Study Group exhibit, not to the museum's offi.
cial exhibits.
But the Education Group has said their perspective on the World War II history and the
atomic bombings isn't represented in the museum.
And Los Alamos National Laboratory decided BBBBthat it's against the First Amendment to
judge whether an exhibit agrees or disagrees
with the official exhibits.
Until the end of the year, the space will be
divided down the middle, unless the two groups
come to some other agreement, museum Director John Rhoades said today. The next issue is

the lab's formulation of a long-term protOcCol to
govern the use of the "Alternative Perspec.
tives" wall.
The Study Group has threatened legal action
"to protect the essential anti-nuclear character
of this anti-nuclear space," a Study' Group
newsletter said. In addition, "several -Study
Group members are willing to physically protect the public's right of access to both sides of
this important issue."
But most visitors - three quarters of whom
are from out oftown - won't be aware of these
political machinations, Rhoades said. Despite
introductory panels explaining the "Alternative
Perspectives" wall, Rhoades said he's worried
visitors may not understand the purpose of the
wall. "
"Both are very dense exhibits," Rhoades
said. "There is a lot of material here that people
have to work through."
But at least a few people digested the exhib(Please see EXHIB IT, Page 8)
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it and wrote about it in the museum's comment book, Among a few
remarks written Monday afternoon:
"Great new exhibit! It is a good
rebuttal to the rewriting of history
which is becoming too common now
(such as by the Los Alamos Study
Group)," said James Terrell,
And Alvin Hellestein wrote, "We
did not begin World War II, and we
have every right to use the two atomic bombs to help bring the war to an
end. The Nazis and the Japanese created the tenns of war: utter onslaught
on peoples, as well as armies;
extreme cruelty to subjugated people; complete domination by them as
master races, We fought as a people
and, by the tenns of our enemies,
against the people· of Gennany and
the people of Japan."
One particular Study Group
assertion the Education Group
objects to is that the Japanese were
ready to surrender before the bombs
were dropped.
The Study Group exhibit says,
"By the spring of 1945, the increasingly effective U.S. naval blockade,
the devastating and nearly unopposed conventional
bombing,
together with a national remobilization of men and machines to the
Pacific theater, had withered Japan's
will to prosecute the war. Japanese
civilians were literally starving to
death, and Japan was looking for a
face-saving way to end the war."
But the Education Group exhibit
says the Japanese rejected a surren-

_

,

der offer from the allies on June 28,
The Education Group exhibit is
1945. In addition, the Education perhaps best summed up in a quotaGroup cites a quotation from Japan- tion from President Harry Truman,
ese War Minister Gen. Anami, who, who made the decision to use the
after both bombs were dropped, said bomb.
at an Aug. 9, 1945, meeting of the
On Aug, 10, 1945, Truman said,
Japanese Supreme Council, "Our "Having found the bomb, we have
anny will not submit to demobiliza- used it. We used it against those who
tion and they know they are not per- have starved and beaten and executmitted to surrender. There is really ed American prisoners of war,
no alternative but to continue the against those who have abandoned
all pretext of obeying international
war."
The subsequent decision by the laws of warfare. We have used it in
council to continue the war was order to shorten the agony of the
overturned later that night by the ' war, in order to save the lives of
Japanese emperor, the Education thousands and thousands of young
Group exhibit says.
Americans."
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LOS ALAMOS -- A Santa Fe peace group Monday at least temporarily ceded half its space in the
Bradbury Science Museum to local veterans. But attached to the peace group's new, smaller
exhibit -- featuring stark, dramatic photos of Hiroshima and Nagasaki after the dropping of the
atomic bombs -- was a sign accusing Los Alamos National Laboratory of censorship in the labowned, tax-supported museum.
Meanwhile, Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M., voiced his support of the peace group in a letter dated
July 24 to museum Director John Rhoades.
"I would argue that groups like the Los Alamos Study Group should be afforded more space,
not less, to present their information," Richardson wrote. "They have proven to be a responsible
and serious alternative voice in the community and deserve to be heard."
A copy of Richardson's letter was sent to LANL director Sig Hecker.
"If it is the goal of your museum to present information and allow visitors to come to their own
conclusions about important national issues, then many diverse views must be presented ... (in a
manner) consistent with the First Amendment," Richardson wrote.
Nowhere else in the museum is there information showing the consequences of using the bombs,
the new study group display said.
"The issue is the public's right to express alternative views, views which counter those of the
government," the display said. "Without this right, vested bureaucratic interests can turn
government into a propaganda machine, as happens in the totalitarian systems our democracy has
always deplored."
As Greg Mello and Cathie Sullivan of the study group put the finishing touches on the revised
display, the Los Alamos Education Group arrived late Monday morning to hang its own display
in the space just vacated by the study group. That display is sponsored by the Navajo CodeTalkers, VFW, American Legion, Bataan survivors and retired LANL workers.
As both groups worked, bombs identical to Little Boy and Fat Man, the bombs dropped on Japan
in August 1945, rested a few feet away, retired from the nation's nuclear weapons arsenal but not
from the debate over their use.
The veterans' exhibit was less gruesome than might have been expected from a group that earlier
this summer criticized the study group of ignoring Japanese atrocities during the war. The most
graphic photos were of emaciated men just freed from a Japanese prisoner of war camp and
another of a Japanese soldier stabbing a tied and bound Chinese prisoner with a sword.
"We think that it (the veterans display) tells the real story of what it was like during World War
II," Paul Elkins of Los Alamos said. "We feel that it shows that we were justified in using the
bomb."

The controversy began earlier this summer when veterans and former Manhattan project workers
demanded part of the study group's space for a display of their own. Despite threats of a lawsuit,
the museum agreed. The study group later agreed to give half its space temporarily to the veterans
but said it will take legal action or launch direct actions and protests if the museum tries to take
the space permanently.
Author: Kathleene Parker
Section: MAIN
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SHARING OF DISPLAY SPACE DISPUTED
Patrick Armijo JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

BATTLE FOR WALL SPACE
Museum director says protocols would be written for sharing the 10-foot by 15-foot public wall should demand
exceed space.
LOS ALAMOS -- Just as Midway was the turning point of World War II, there seemed to be an air of a new era
at the Bradbury Science Museum on Monday.
Two members of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe-based peace group, worked to rehang part of their
display salvaged after a group of World War II veterans and Los Alamos National Laboratory retirees were given
half of the public wall at the Bradbury for their display. The exhibit disputes the Study Group's view of the morality
of the atomic bombings.
Before Monday, the Study Group had been the only organization to display on the wall, and it had content
control -- a situation the group believed it would enjoy forever.
But Monday, some pictures of victims of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were replaced with
photographs that included the beheading of an American flier by a Japanese soldier and pictures of skeletal
American prisoners who survived the Bataan death march and imprisonment.
"We want to make it abundantly clear that the portrayal of Japan as some wilting flower ready to surrender at
any minute is unequivocally false," said Steve Stoddard of the Los Alamos Education Group, the coalition of
veterans and lab retirees.
The Education Group's display, produced by Retail Advertisers, Printing & Mailing Services Inc. of
Albuquerque, was born out of the frustrations of the veterans and retirees who, Stoddard said, feared the Study
Group's display would be the only political display at the museum on Aug. 6, the 50th anniversary of the
Hiroshima bombing, and on Aug. 9, the 50th anniversary of the Nagasaki bombing.
Now, the Study Group is seeking assurance from museum officials that they will not consider the hanging of
the Education Group's display as a "precedent" that will lead to loss of control of the wall by the Study Group at
the end of September.
Study Group officials have said they will go to court to try to protect their control of the entire wall.
Cathie Sullivan of the Study Group said she was upset with changed wording on the information panel on the
public display wall that had stated the wall was for "dissent," but now says the wall is for "responsible debate."
John Rhoades, Bradbury director, said his understanding was that the Study Group agreed the veterans
display would be up through the end of the year.
Beyond that, Rhoades said protocols would be written for the sharing of the 10-foot by 15-foot public wall by all
non-lab groups should demand exceed space.
Once draft protocols are written, Rhoades said they'd be open for public comment through the lab's
Stakeholder Involvement Office.
PHOTOS BY: JANE BERNARD/JOURNAL
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PHOTO: Color
Cathie Sullivan, left, and Greg Mello of the Los Alamos Study Group hang an abridged version of their display
from the Hiroshima Peace Museam at the Bradbury Science Museum in Los Alamos.
PHOTO: Color
Cathie Sullivan prepares a statement to hang with the Study Group's display, at far left. Lab retirees and
veterans later Monday hung their display on the righthand side of the wall.
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GROUPS VIE FOR WALL SPACE AT LA MUSEUM
LOS ALAMOS -- Just as Midway was a turning point in World War II, there seemed to be a new era at the
Bradbury Science Museum on Monday.
Two members of the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe-based peace group, worked to re-hang part of their
display after a group of World War II veterans and Los Alamos National Laboratory retirees were given half of the
public wall at the Bradbury.
Pictures of victims of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were replaced with photographs of a
Japanese soldier beheading an American flier and of skeletal survivors of the Bataan Death March.
Steve Stoddard of the Los Alamos Education Group, said the coalition of veterans and lab retirees feared the
Study Group's display would be the only political display at the museum during next week's anniversaries of the
Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings.
The Study Group is seeking assurance from museum officials that the Education Group's display won't set a
"precedent" and have said they will go to court to try to protect their control of the entire wall.
STATE SEEKS MEDICAID GROSS RECEIPTS SHIRKERS
SANTA FE -- The state Departments of Taxation and Revenue and of Human Services are trying to collect
unreported, unpaid gross receipts taxes from Medicaid providers.
The two departments announced Monday that they will investigate about 4,000 Medicaid providers statewide.
The project began when Human Services Secretary Dorothy Danfelser became concerned that some
providers were billing Human Services for gross receipts taxes but weren't remitting the taxes to the taxation
department.
MINISTER IN RUNNING TO FACE RICHARDSON
SANTA FE -- A minister and program director of a Santa Fe roller rink is seeking the Republican nomination
for New Mexico's 3rd Congressional District seat held by Democrat Bill Richardson.
Bill Redmond, 41, who lives in Los Alamos, said he is a "cultural and fiscal conservative" who "strongly
opposes most votes historically taken by Congressman Richardson."
Redmond said last week that he would build a campaign "with a resounding call to abandon the socialist
welfare government programs of the last 30 years and return to the traditional values of northern new Mexico,
values of faith and family."
Redmond, a Chicago native who has lived in New Mexico for eight years, is a minister of the
non-denominational Santa Fe Christian Church.
STATE TARGETS MEDICAID PROVIDERS FOR UNPAID TAXES
SANTA FE -- The state Departments of Taxation and Revenue and of Human Services are trying to collect
unreported, unpaid gross-receipts taxes from Medicaid providers.
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The two departments announced Monday that they will investigate about 4,000 Medicaid providers statewide.
The project began when Human Services Secretary Dorothy Danfelser became concerned that some
providers were billing Human Services for gross-receipts taxes but weren't remitting the taxes to the taxation
department.
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Paper: The Denver Post
Title: Los Alamos displays views on atom bomb Members of anti-nuclear group upset at
having to share space
Author: The Associated Press
Date: August 2, 1995
Section: Denver & The West
Page: B-01
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - Visitors to Los Alamos National Laboratory's Bradbury Museum
now have a chance to look at contrasting views on the role of the United States in World
War II and the decision to use an atomic bomb against Japan.
The "alternative" wall at the museum has a new display, showing the views of veterans
and retired lab workers side by side with those of an anti-nuclear group. The Santa Febased anti-nuclear organization Los Alamos Study Group agreed to yield half its space
temporarily to Los Alamos Education Group, made up of veterans, including Navajo
Code Talkers and Bataan Death March survivors, along with the VFW, American Legion
and retired lab employees.
"We think that it (the veterans' display) tells the real story of what it was like during
World War II," Paul Elkins of Los Alamos said Monday. "We feel that it shows that we
were justified in using the bomb."
The alternative wall had been instituted here after a California court ruled such
alternative views had to be displayed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's
museum in California. Both labs are run by the University of California under contract
with the U.S. Department of Energy.
During World War II, the Manhattan Project designed and built the world's first atomic
weapons at Los Alamos. The bombs were used on Japan 50 years ago this month.
Attached to the peace group's reduced exhibit, showing dramatic aftermath photos of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, was a sign Monday accusing the lab of censorship.
The lab had asked the anti-nuclear group to give up half its space for the education
group's display rather than the lab providing additional space - a fact criticized by Rep.
Bill Richardson, D-N.M., in a July 24 letter.
"I would argue that groups like the Los Alamos Study Group should be afforded more
space, not less, to present their information," Richardson wrote. "They have proven to be
a responsible and serious alternative voice in the community and deserve to be heard.
"If it is the goal of your museum to present information and allow visitors to come to
their own conclusions about important national issues, then many diverse views must be
presented ... (in a manner) consistent with the First Amendment," he wrote.

The study group has said it would sue or launch other actions and protests if the
museum tried to take its wall space permanently.
Nowhere else in the museum is there information showing the consequences of using
the bombs.
"The issue is the public's right to express altemative views, views which counter those
of the govemment," according to study group. "Without this right, vested bureaucratic
interests can tum govemment into a propaganda machine, as happens in the totalitarian
systems our democracy has always deplored."
Author: The Associated Press
Section: Denver & The West
Page: B-O 1 Copyright 1995 The Denver Post Corp.
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Day of griefplaritt~d for Hiroshima
By PATRICK
ARMIJO
JOURNAL
STAFF
WRITER

A solemn, contemplative commemoration of
the 50th anniversary of the bombing of
Hiroshima is planned by .a Santa Fe antinuclear group beginning at noon Sunday at
Ashley Pond Park in Los Alamos.
.
The event could have been much qifferent .
Tom Campbell, executive director of Hermosa Beach, Calif.-based Avocado Productions
and the Guacamole Fund,which heJpsorganize rallies ,and concerts for nonprofit groups,'
offered to produce a rally with performances
by Bonnie Raitt, David Crosby, Graham Nash
and Jackson Browne.
But the Los Alamos Study Group decided
against such festivity.
'We decided a quiet, contemplative tone was

. t e t ? C~ffi1:I1enlOrate an. event pIe of Los Ala~os .to the event," Riseley
.
.
more ~ppropna
scud.
for whl~h we feel gnef, scud group co-director
Campbell scud hIS rally now will take place in .
M~y Riseley. .
.
Santa Cruz, Calif., and will include' speeches
Riseleyalso scud the consensus among group from retired -Rear Adm. Eugene Carroll; Ann
. members, was that all other projects would .' Harris, a whistle-blower in the u.S. Depart- .
have be~n put on hold ~oorganize the rally. . merit of Energy nuclear complex at Oak Ridge,
She scud It was more lffiportant to prepar~ for' Tenn.; and Shigeko Sasamori, who was
p~blic he:umgs on the 'role nuclear weapons . . brought to the United States for plastic surgery
will play ill a post-Cold War. ~or1d .and other '... after being disfigured in the Hiroshima blast.
hearmgs on ·the external regulation of. L<>~':. . ."1 .won't conn:nent· on whether t· think· the·
Alamos ~~tionalLaboratorY:" ;.:.....
... ·><.study group's deCision was proper or not We
'.
.addition, sh~ spid,·th~ ~oup worried it .don't· do anything without local support:;"
~ght be blamed if the musl~~an~ usedprofcl?" " Campbell said.
.
lties. .
..
.........
'. .
Inste3:.d of a concert, Sunday's commemora'.We wouldn't have (ijly.c0ntrol Of anything' tivewill include silent meditation, oragami
scud from that stag~, an~ ifente~tainers from . dasses, tours of the Bradbury Science Muse. Newyork'and Ca1?'0rma cam~. and started umand speeches. At 7 p.m., Morgan Thomas
. shouting ob~.cenities; we would get the blame. ,.•. of Santa Fe will perform her work, "Remember
Wewereworriedaboutther~actionofthep'eo- '. Hiroshima." - --"
.
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During a July 16 gathering at
Trinity Site on White Sands Missile Range, where Los Alamos
scientists set off the first nuclear
explosion, one protester splashed
a vial of red liquid on a stone
marker.
County Council member Morris Pongratz said he doesn't know
of any plans for counter dem~n
strations. The county had consIdered an official observance, in
the form of an hour of silence or
church bells ringing beginning at
5:15 p.m. Saturday - the actual,
local time when the bomb was
dropped - but that idea never
jelled, he said.
"The best thing, if you really
ULa
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•
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By KATHLEENE PARKER
For The New Mexican

LOS ALAMOS - Officials in
the home of the atomic bomb say
they expect no trouble during
Sunday's observances of the 50th
anniversary of Hiroshima's
bombing but will be 'prepared if
problems develop.
"Certainly there are going to
be additional security people on
duty," Los Alamos National Laboratory spokesman Jim Danneskiold said. "They already are."
Police Chief Alan Kirk said his
department doesn't plan to have
additional personnel on duty but
may call up extra officers if
large crowds form or violence
breaks out.
. Members of some local peace
.groups who plan observances say
confrontation is not what they'
have in m i n d . .
"The whole idea is to have it;
very contemplative and quiet
and reflective," said Mary Risely
of the Los Alamos Study Group.
"We feel that grief is the appropriate feeling and tone for Sunday - and reflection."
Deputy police chief Greg Talley recently urged Los Alamos
residents to avoid confrontations
with peace activists. While open
dialogue and free speech rights
will be respected, he said, violence will not be tolerated by
demonstrators or residents who
may disagree with them.
In mid-July, LANL held an
exercise in which lab security
personnel confronted a simulated hostage situation, Danneskiold said. In the practice scenario,
one of two activists tried to
embarrass the lab by pouring
radioactive materials on herself.
But such exercises are held
every year and aren't directly
linked to the upcoming Hiroshi>nn n ____ ·
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Please see BRACE, Page A:2 .

decision to use the weapon.
At 7 p.m. there will be an
want to promote peace, is just to interactive photographic artforget these things," he said. work display at Fuller Lodge,
Preoccupation with the past and at twilight, candles will be
leads to hostilities like those in floated on Ashley Pond, similar
Bosnia, he said.
to a ritual performed each year
Plans announced by the Los in Hiroshima, Risely said.
Alamos Study Group for obserOn Aug. 9, the anniversary of
vances in Los Alamos on Sunday the atomic bombing of Nagasaki,
include silent meditation from Stanley Goldberg, who resigned
noon to 6 p.m. at Ashley Pond from the advisory board of the
Park and will emphasize solidar- Smithsonian Institute because of
ity with the Hiroshima victims changes made· to an exhibit
and all victims of all wars, Rise- there, will speak at Fuller Lodge,
ly said.
Risely said.
There will be guided walks to
An observance also is planned
the Bradbury Science Museum Sunday in Santa Fe.
to view the study group's exhibit
Mary Lou Cook and fellow
from the Hiroshima Peace peace activist Ann Dasburg will
Museum, which shows the dev- conduct a 10 a.m. ceremony at a
astation caused by the bomb, "peace pole" at Santa Fe's down·
and a counter exhibit by the Los town public library, Cook said.
Alamos Education Group, a vet"We mustn't forget the past,"
erans group, which presents she said, "but we must forgive
information oil what led to the it."
Continued from Page A-1

Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: MEETING TO ALLOW INPUT ON DOE PLANS
Author: The New Mexcian
Date: August 3, 1995
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: B4
Rep. Bill Richardson, D-N.M., has joined the city of Santa Fe as a co-sponsor of a
meeting Saturday intended to allow public comment on a U.S. Department of Energy
plan for the future of the nation's nuclear program. Mayor Debbie Jaramillo this summer
called on the DOE to hold a meeting here. It originally planned meetings in Los Alamos
and Albuquerque, two cities where the agency has installations.
"The future role of Los Alamos National Laboratories in maintaining the nation's nuclear
arsenal will affect not just Los Alamos, but Santa Fe and the rest of the state as well,"
Richardson said Wednesday. He said it is wise of the DOE to seek out informed public
opinion as it charts its future course.
David Coss, the city's public works director, said Wednesday the administration is
pleased to have Richardson's office involved. He said the city understands Richardson
will send a member of his staff to Saturday's meeting but will not be able to attend
personally.
The hearing is scheduled to be held in the City Council Chambers from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The afternoon session, from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. will be broadcast live on Public
Education/Government Channel 6 on the local cable television system.
The morning session has been reserved for an informational workshop by DOE officials
and the afternoon session will be reserved for public comment. For more information,
contact the Los Alamos Study Group at 982-7747 or the Concerned Citizens for
Nuclear Safety at 983-1976.
Author: The New Mexcian
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: B4
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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LANL UPS SECURITY FOR ANNIVERSARY
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

LOS ALAMOS -- Authorities don't expect problems during Sunday's events to mark the 50th anniversary of the
Hiroshima bombing during World War II.

But they're standing by, just in case.
Los Alamos National Laboratory spokesman Jim Danneskiold said extra security personnel would be on duty.
Police Chief Alan Kirk said no additional officers would be on the streets, but some could be called up if large
crowds form or violence erupts.
However, a spokeswoman for one peace group said confrontations weren't part of planned activities.
"The whole idea is to have it very contemplative and quiet and reflective," said Mary Risely of the anti-nuclear
Los Alamos Study Group. "We feel that grief is the appropriate feeling and tone."
Deputy Police Chief Greg Talley recently urged residents to avoid conflicts with peace activists. He said open
dialogue and free speech would be respected but violence wouldn't be tolerated.
Laboratory security personnel held an exercise last month, staging a hostage situation, Danneskiold said. In
the scenario, an activist tried to pour radioactive materials on herself.
Such exercises are held every year and aren't directly linked to the Hiroshima anniversary, Danneskiold said.
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GUIDELINES WILL CLEAR THE AIR

EDITORIALS
Having found grounds for a truce between two dissident groups, Bradbury Science Museum officials now face
a new challenge -- drawing up guidelines for public use of a tiny portion of its display space.
The Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe-based peace group, rehung part of its display because they were
required to share wall space with a group of World War II veterans and Los Alamos National Laboratory retirees
who call themselves the Los Alamos Education Group. The two exhibits will be displayed together for Aug. 6, the
50th anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing, and Aug. 9, the 50th anniversary of the Nagasaki bombing. They'll
hang side by side, offering their different perspectives to thousands of museum visitors, until the end of year.
Previously, the Study Group had been the only organization to display on the wall, and it had content control -a situation the group believed it would enjoy forever.
But, as the peace group learned, few things in life are definite.
The Study Group wants assurance from museum officials that they will not consider the hanging of the
Education Group's display as a "precedent" that will lead to loss of control of the wall by the Study Group. Group
officials have said they even will go to court to try to protect their control of the entire wall.
But museum director John Rhoades said the museum, which is part of Los Alamos National Laboratory, will
serve as the "custodian" of access to the wall and will keep it open to all non-lab groups desiring space. The
protocols will be developed to fairly determine how space will be shared should requests exceed the room.
Rhoades also stressed that the political content of the message can't be taken into consideration because that
would violate the First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. The wall will be open to all non-lab groups at the end
of the year. Once draft protocols are written, Rhoades said they'd be open for public comment through the lab's
Stakeholder Involvement Office.
The Study Group can, of course, take the lab to court over this, but the idea of development guidelines to
sharing the space seems more fair than saying, as the peace group would like, that the wall belongs to them. The
group should consider itself lucky to have sole use of the museum space for this long.
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SCIENTISTS: REDUCE ARSENAL
Patrick Armijo Journal Northern Bureau

TOO MANY WEAPONS' ON 50TH ANNIVERSARY
SANTA FE -- Fifty years after Little Boy's explosion some 1,750 feet above Hiroshima demolished the city and
killed about 80,000 residents, three original researchers from the Manhattan Project say the time is ripe to reduce
America's nuclear arsenal.
Already, the Unites States, based on arms treaties and unilateral action in the wake of communism's collapse,
plans to drop its nuclear arsenal from a Cold War high of 20,000 to 3,000.
"Now, we have too many weapons," said Raemer Schreiber, who as a young physicist from Purdue University
was plucked to work on the Manhattan Project in Los Alamos. "But with the end of the Cold War, you do have
weapons in possibly hostile little countries all over Europe and Asia. We have to do something about that in some
form of agreement.
"But the arsenal can be reduced below 3,000. I'm not an expert on that business. It will be a vast political
debate on how far we can reduce the arsenal."
Schreiber notes the world's shocked realization of the horrible power of the bombs after their use in Japan, and
adds, "You just can't conceive of a world that drops 1,000 bombs that are 10 times bigger."
What the country needs, Schreiber said, are just enough nuclear weapons to convince other countries about
the futility of the nuclear option. He adds, we need "smart enough people on our end to ensure we won't do
anything silly."
Joseph McKibben finds the world a bit safer today than 10 years ago. And he bristles at his claim to fame, a
job he considers a minor duty in his work as a physicist in the Manhattan Project: The setting of the electronic
timer that ignited the first nuclear explosion at Trinity Site in southern New Mexico.
But he adds that some nuclear weapons will be required for the foreseeable future.
"We have far too many of them on hand following the falling apart of Russia, but we can't reduce them to zero,
otherwise we'd be subject to a Pearl Harbor with bombs," he said.
The threat of the massive retaliatory strikes theorized by the superpowers during the Cold War has greatly
subsided, McKibben said, but added that the country is more at risk from a single use of the bomb by a renegade
country or terrorist group.
However, he notes that even the wildest of renegade countries would be highly unlikely to launch a nuclear
attack against the United States.
"A small renegade country using nuclear bombs is likely to realize they are going to see a lot more returning
than they'd care to deal with," McKibben said.
John Balagna, a chemist who helped refine the enriched uranium needed for one of the two types of bombs
developed by the Manhattan Project team, agrees that the time has come to reduce the number of America's
nukes.
But he said he has "no way of knowing" if the planned reduction down to 3,000 nuclear weapons can be
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dropped even further.
"I don't know if 3,000 is about right. There's no way to measure something like this," he said.
Whatever the number of nukes in America's future, Balagna, McKibben and Schreiber agree that complete
elimination of the weapons from America's defense arsenal is foolhardy.
As much as everyone would like to see the possible use of nuclear weapons eliminated, the three see no
practical way to achieve that -- the genie is out of the bottle and there's no putting it back.
"I don't know what the right number in the arsenal might be, but if you save 10, you better be sure something
isn't going to come along and you need 12," Balagna said. "It's like a bank account. You'd like to have one with
more in it than you'll need for the next month."
Despite agreement that America's nuclear arsenal can be reduced, the three scientists see no validity to the
view that Cold War strategies with distasteful names like "mutual assured destruction" that led to the production
of tens of thousands of nuclear weapons were immoral or unnecessary.
"All you can say is that we didn't have one (a major war between the United States and the Soviet Union), and
we have lots of weapons now. You can say that's mere coincidence, but I don't think so," Schreiber said.
Balagna points to history:
"Look back at the 1920s: There were all these disarmament pacts. Did all this disarmament do any good? Hell
no. World War II still occurred.
Hiroshima remembered
Two events are planned in northern New Mexico today to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the bombing
of Hiroshima:
* From noon to 6 p.m. at Ashley Pond Park in Los Alamos, the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe-based
antinuclear organization, will hold silent meditations, tours of the Bradbury Science Museum, origami classes and
speeches. At 7 p.m. Morgan Thomas, a Santa Fe performance artist, will present her work Remember
Hiroshima. The museum tours will include stops at a public-display wall. The Los Alamos Study Group is
presenting an abridged version of a display developed by the Hiroshima Peace Museum.
* At 10 a.m., longtime peace activists Mary Lou Cook and Ann Dasburg have planned a ceremony around the
peace pole at the main branch of the Santa Fe Public Library, 145 Washington Ave. Cook and Dasburg want
people to come and share their feelings about the bombings of Hiroshima and the Aug. 9 bombing of Nagasaki.
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Meditation, ar\,16 <;'
scheduled for
Hiroshima day
0

Monitor Staff Report
Today, on the 50th anniversary
of the nuclear age, the Los Alamos
Study Group will hold a "Vigil for
Peace" at Ashley Pond from noon
until 6 p.m.
Silent meditation is scheduled
for the entire six-hour period. Crane
folding and a guided walk to the
Bradbury Science Museum also are
planned.
The day at the pond will conclude with singing, floating of candies on the pond at dusk,· and a
potluck supper, said information
provided by the Study Group.
"On these anniversary days we
grieve for the destructiveness of war
for all sides, and renew our pledge
of NEVER AGAIN," said the promotiomll flyer.
In addition, two art activities are
planned for Fuller Lodge.
Performance art, featuring Morgan Thomas, will be held in the
Pajarito Room at the Lodge from 7
to 8 p.m ..
"This performance, a tableaux
first created in 1982 in collaboration
with Hibakusha (survivors), reflects
on our intimate knowledge of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki, then
draws on our capacity to reyognize
ourselves in the humanity and the
earth's body that we hold in common with those who died and survived the atomic bombs and the
aftermath of their continued production," said information provided
by the artist.
A continously running slide
show featuring art by Jack M.
Siegel is scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m.
in the Pajarito Room at Fuller
Lodge.
Siegel worked on the Manhattan
Project as a radiochemist at the
Clinton Laboratories in Oak Ridge,
Tenn., said his resume.
"Sensing that the atom bomb
project was nearing a successful
conclusion, several ofthe senior scientists drafted a 'Petition to the
President of the United States'
expresing our desire that the power
of the atom bomb be demonstrated
so that it would never have. to be
used to destroy humanity. I was one
of the 67 signers of the petition," he
said.
(DEMONSTRATION, Page A-2)

Los Alamos Monitor
of me,~ay))ethought of~' and the Enola Gay Exhibit."

~ndhope arising frQlll.the;Thespe*e~, Stanley Goldberg,

He said he had a successful
career in biochemical sciences a~<:i
then turned to art. "Although I have
struggled to shed my science background, memories of the 'M~nha~
tan Project' and images of Hlroshirna and Nagasaki are an integral part
, of my psyche," his statement said.
"Recently they surfaced in a series
of life-size paintings entitled 'Shadows.' The 'Petition' and the scientists who signed the 'Petition' are an
integral part of this series." . .
And, finally, "The pamtmg,
'ShadoWS XI,' containing multiple

ashes. It gives·. expression to thehel'ped to 'work on the Smithsonidesire of all mankind. that the atom an's Enola Gay exhibit and went on
bomb may never agail) be used.to (o;write,t\\,d papers on the event:
destroy humanity, and that only . "The Smithsonian Suffers Legionconstructive uses will be found for nairesDisease" and "The Debacle
atomic. energy. In this way ,the aspi- of the Enola Gay Exhibit."
rations of the .scienlists who' helped
He plans to talk for about an hour
develop it will be fulfilled," Siegel and then to take questions for about
said.
two hours.
On Wednesday, Aug. 9, the
Mary Riseley of the Los Alamos
anniversary of the bombing of
Nagasaki, the Study Group will Study Group encouraged people to
host a talk from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. at
Fuller Lodge' on "Documents,
.
Memory and History - Hiroshima

~~~i~~~ ~~:~:~u~s~~~l~n~~~~~:~;.
The talk is open to the public.
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Leaders, ··public'sliareideas on .lab
By SHARYN OBSATZ
The New Mexican

On the eve of the 50th anniverU'y of the atomic bombing of
iroshima, Santa Fe's mayor and
city councilor gave speeches
~turday urging Los Alamos Naonal Laboratories not to start
uilding "weapons of destrucon" again,
"
"There are a number of people
1 this community who do not
"pport 'jobs that lead' to the
eath ?f people," City Co'uncilor

Steven Farber said during a 'mos lab's role in testing ~nd re- the expansion would result in
press conference, The lab and building
stockpiled
nuclear, more environmental risks, inthe federal governrilent should weapons, The agency held hear- cluding the shipping of radioacrefocus money and employees 'on ings in Albuquerque and Los Ala- tive material through Northern
New Mexico.
cleaning up the environm~nt and mos but not in Santa Fe,
promoting the Earth's "well beAbout 100 people attended Sat"Congress is making all these
ing," he said,
urday's session, wh,ich was ~d by decisions right now. They\e goFarber's speech was part of an members of the Los A amos ing straight ahead as fast as posall-day hearing at City Hall spon- Study Groul). a watchdog gro.!J.p· sible," Gi'eg Mello of the Los Alas~red. by the city and U,S. Rep. that tracks activities at the lab,
mos Study Group smd. '
, BIll RIchardson ~s a w~y to .~ake ' Most opposed the idea of the' A videotape of comments from
some local reSIdents opmlOns lab taking over much of th~ stew- the hearing will be sent to the
heard by theU .S. Department of ardship and maintenance of the Department of Energy.
Energy.
country's nuclear'arsenal, which'
Protesters speaking against
The department is studying the, could also, allow the lab to build the plan are trying to "give the
impact of expanding the Lo~ Ala:- new, weapon.s. rheyargu~d. that, Department (of Energy) the
"
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Continued from Page B~1: ;/ ; Jaramillo said during a break in
, '"
", "
: the hearing.
we.apon t.esting d~vision. "We are
She said in her speech that the
domg a Job that IS mandate? by lab will stay "culturally isolated"
the fede~al g?vernm~nt." , . '; if it. focuses only on designing
He sald t~e ~overnment ,":111.l and ", building bombs. 'The lab
transfer, the 'nuclear stockpIle I should shift to research on enviprogram sOI?e,where, so it'sb,e~- \i-onmental restoration, arms con- ,
ter to have It at LANL, where It ; trol'and'technology transfer she'
will create a more stable job situ- : saici/,'~;};;,",;r _'<; "};,,~;,,,i "
'
at ion at' a laboratory that faces'
",;«,"" ' '::' , ' "
,
job cutbacks and uncertainty;:, ' ,,!Lal~o should employ mo~e
More than 2,000 people in 'Hlspamcsandp~ople of color. lil
Santa Fe County work for the lab m~nag~~~~tP01),ltlons, ~aramIllo ,
, and its contractors, earning more ,saId. <""~:,' ", ,.,,:' "
, than, $90' million per year, he ;'II'd like to see Los Alamos besaid.' ' , ;
" ' f : , ' icome not an island of paranoia
But' Santa, Fe mayor Debbie '; and" privilege/" she said, "but a
Jaramillo argued that '''~coriomici place of hope and opportunity for'
deveiopment •is not 'a numb\!rs people of Northern New Mexico,
game.'"
,,"
"
: ,for their, children a:nd for the
"It's about the quality of jobs," ,world."
----..,..".,,~..

backbone it needs to stand up to
the Pentagon." Mello said.
But George Chand-Ier, one of
several lab employees who support the plan, argued that Saturday's hearing wasn't a fair public
hearing because the Los Alamos
Study Group decided Santa
Feans would speak first, skipping
over people from Los Alamos
who wanted to argue in support
of the plan.
"We are not outlaws," said
Chandler, a physicist in the lab's
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Mayor Debbie Jaramillo

Politics: T he ot he r w ar

Several rea son s beh ind dro ppi ng of bom b
By BOB QUICK
The New Mexican
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The reasons the United States
dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
e'normously complex, says sci. ence historian Stanley Goldberg,
and among the factors were political and economic pressu res
that Preside nt Harry Truma n
could not resist.
"It was not just ,about saving
lives," said Goldberg, author of a
forthcoming book on Gen. Leslie
Groves, militar y directo r of the
Manhattan Projec t, which developed the bomb at Los Alamos.
Groves, he said, "was worried to
death they'd spent $2 billion
without Congress knowing it."
A Congressional watchdog
committee was spoiling to investigate the prospe ct of wasteful
spending. Such an investigation,
Goldberg said, could have had
huge political conseq uences for

the new preside nt.
Goldberg is scheduled to speak
at Fuller Lodge in Los Alamos at
7 p.m. Wednesday, the annive rsary of the Nagasaki bombing.
The histori an resigne d .from
the adviso ry board of the Smithsonian ' Institu te becaus e of
changes made to an exhibit there
. dealing with the atomic bombing
of Japan. He will be the guest of
tHe Los Alamos Study Group....
which has had its own battles
over an-exhibit it installed in Los
Alamos National Labora tory's.
Bradbu ry Science Museum that'
shows the devastation caused by
the bombings.
Goldberg discussed his views
about the making of the bomb
and its use against Japan in a
telephone interview from his
homei n Washington, D.C.
"I person ally don't think Japan
would have fought on," even if
the bombs had not been dropped,
Goldberg said. "The Japane se
were as sick of the war as we

were by August of 1945. But I
can count seven differe nt reasons why the bomb was used."
Truma n came into office after
Roosevelt's death on April 12~
1945, and had riot aware of the
enormous amount of money and
personnel that were involved in
the Manhattan Projec t, Goldberg
said.
When Truma n took over the
presidency, the histori an said,
"He didn't even know about Los
Alamos."
The momen tum to. use the
bomb and the political consequences of not using it were such'
that the new presid ent could not
stop the proces s, Goldberg said,
even if he had wanted to.
"Harry Truma n didn't know
about the plan to bomb Nagasaki
until it was over," he said. "His
only role was to say 'no,' and he
didn't do that until after Nagasaki."
.

t{)
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Why was the bomb dropped?
In April 1945, the Allies were preparing a controversial plan for
a two-phase
invasion of Japan. Use of the atomic bomb and Japan's subsequ
ent
surrender in Aug. 1945 prevented. the invasion from taking place.

President Hany Truman had four alternatives for ending the war
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oUse atomic bomb

Total dead in both cities (a~er5 years): 34(),OOO
HIROSHIMA:
i'-' NAGAS AKI:
Aug. 6, 1945
Aug. 9,1945
Killed instantl y:
Killed instantl y:
80,000
40,000
Deaths
by end
~:~~~N~ga$akl\
of 1945:
of 1945:' ·. ····~~if.¢,
140,000
70,000
Mist
Death s.)
by 1950: .
200,000

>
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conventional
bombings
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settlement

SOURCES: "Japan Subdued," Herbert Feis, "Marshall Cavendish Illustrated
Encyclopedia of World War II," "The Making~of the Atomic Bomb,"
Richard Rhodes, "Rand McNally Encyclopedia of World War II," "Ruin
From the Air,'"Thomas and Witts, World Book; research by BRENNA
SINK
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Santa Fe mayor calls
Los Alamos 'island of
paranoia and privilege'

/

By STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND technology transfer, environmental
Assistant Managing Editor
technology, arms control and nonSANTA FE - Santa Fe Mayor proliferation, and cleanup of the
Debbie Jaramillo called upon Los "environmental catastrophe" left
Alamos National Laboratory Satur- from the last five decades of lab
day to redirect its mission away activity. Jaramillo spoke at a Santa
from nuclear weapons work and Fe meeting to gather public comtoward cleanup.
ment on the Programmatic EnvironJaramillo, calling the lab "an mental Impact Statement (PElS) for
island of paranoia and privilege," Stockpile Stewardship and Mansaid if LANL doesn't change its .agement, a document that addresses
mission, it "will continue to J;>e cul- the environmental effects of the
turally and economically isolated" future Department of Energy
from the rest of northern New Mex- nuclear weapons complex. Under
ico.· This "cultural threat" is just as the plan, LANL could get responsibad as the environmental threat bility for building and recycling
posed by LANL "seeking the pri- pits, the plutonium core of nuclear
mary role" in the future nuclear weapons, as well as several other
weapons production complex, she nuclear weapon parts. In addition to
said.
these production duties, the lab
With the Cold War over, LANL could get facilities to assure scienis at a crossroads, she said. It should
(Please see MAYOR, Page A·2
choose good work for the future:

(from Page A·i)
f.

"

tifically the safety and readiness of
the nuclear stockpile.
DOE held scoping meetings on
the PElS in Albuquerque and Los
Alamos, but declined a request for a
Santa Fe meeting. DOE said it
would hold a public meeting in
Santa Fe further along in the PElS
process. However, the Santa Fe City·
Council, along with Rep. Bill
Richardson, D-N.M., took matters
into their own hands and sponsored
a Santa Fe meeting that was organized by the Los Alamos Study
Group and other activists. Comments from the Santa Fe meeting
will ,be submitted to DOE. Santa Fe
residents weren't given the opportunity to give their opinions on the
future of LANL, Jaramillo said at a
news conference that preceded a
public comment period. But
"DOE's non-interest in holding a
hearing here doesn't surprise me,"
she said.
The Santa Fe City Council on
July 12 passed a resolution calling
on DOE to hold a Santa Fe meeting.
The resolution stated that LANL
"has been generally isolated (a) culturally, with to-date limited opportunities for the advancement of
minorities into senior management
positions; (b) economically, with lit-

tie evidence of major economic
development in the region centered .
on laboratory activities and· without
the benefit of gross receipts taxes
paid to the state of New Mexico;
and (c) in environmental compliance, with an institutional record of
chronic non-compliance with major
environmental laws." The resolution
also called for a "comprehensive
national.programmatic review of the
future nuclear weapons complex in
which LANL will inevitably be· Ii
central facility."
At the public hearing that took
place Saturday afternoon, some Los
Alamos residents at the meeting
objected to the meeting protocol.
Los Alamos Municipal Judge
George Chandler, a LANL physicist, accused meeting organizers of
being "a bunch of damned hypocrites" when they said non-Santa
Feans would have to wait until
Santa Fe speakers had spoken. Los
Alamos residents already· had an
opportunity at the· Los Alamos
meeting, said Peggy Princ\! of the- .
Santa Fe-based Los Alamos Study
Group, which organized the meeting.
Chandler said that the activists
complain they are shut out of the
process, but when they have cOJ;ltrol
of a meeting, "The first thing you do
is shut down opposing voices."

Several Los Alamos residents in
the audience applauded his remarks.
Chandler also asked if Richardson
endorsed the policy. But the organizers held firm, and the meeting
went on. Jaramillo wasn't the only
Santa Fe city government representative to speak at the event.
"We need to stop nuclear
weapons production," said Santa Fe
City Councilor Steven Farber at the
news conference. "We need to redirect the government money spent in
the nuclear weapons cycle to environmental issues." Also at the news
conference, Dr. Dan Keriinsky,
president of the New Mexico chapter of Physicians for Social Responsibility, said that DOE's ScienceBased Stockpile Stewardship Program will bring improved weapons
design skills to the nuclear weapons
complex. "Each facility makes it
easier for scientists to design a new
nuclear weapon," he said. Fifty
years of the nuclear arms race is
enough, Kerlinsky said. "It's time to
put these weapons away and shut
down the enterprise for keeping
these weapons around," he said. In
the future, he said, humanity shouldn't have to ask itself, "Why didn't
we stop the arms race when we had
a chance?"
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Half-Day N.M. Vigil
Marks Anniversary
By PATRIC KARMu o
Journal Northern Bureau

NUCLEAR MEDITATION: Members of

the Los Alamos Study Group, from left,
Willem Malten, John Connell and Mary
Riseley, sit in meditation on Sunday.

LOS ALAMOS - There was no
pouring of red paint at the gates
to the sealed-off section of Los
Alamos National Laboratory on
Sunday.
Tp.ere were no placard s or
rhythm ic chants of protest.
But about 30 people peacefully
assembled around noon at Ashley
Pond Park and began a half-day
vigil commemorating the 50th
anniver sary of the dropping of
the atomic bomb on Hiroshima,
Japan.
Some meditat ed while others
broke off in groups and talked
about the events that marked the
opening of a new era in weaponry.
"I underst and people have different opinions about the bombing. But I don't think it's an
either-or proposition," said Karin
Salzman, a Santa Fean who came
to join others in reflecti ng on

Hiroshima. "I know many people
feel their lives were saved by the
bomb. I know Japan also committed atrocities, but I also think the
bomb was an atrocity."
Salzman said she hoped there
was more reflection across the
country today about the events of
50 years ago, and said she was
surprise d that more people
weren't gathere d atthe pond.
Joel Younger, a 17-year-old
high-school student, was in a definite minority among the crowd
largely made up of Santa Fe
peace activists.
Younger had strung a banner
across the ''Winged Spirit" statue
in the park. It read, "How many
died before the A-bomb guaranteed our freedom: China 2,200,000
million & 8 million Civilians,
Britain 300,000 and 65,000 civilians, U.S. 292,000 and 6,000 civilians."
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By KATHLEENE PARKER
For The New Mexican

LOS ALAMOS - As the world debates the use
of the atomic bombs dropped on Japan, so, too,
do visitors to Los Alamos National Laboratory's
Bradbu ry Science Museum. .....
In a comme nt book a few feeffro m bomb
replicas identical to those dropped on Japan,
people from all over the world write opinions in
response to a Santa Fe peace group's display
critical of the bombings.
Recently, as theanni versary approa ched,
comments in the book grew more'imiotiortal mid
more. polarized.

CATHARTIC
Continu ed from Page A-1.

sticker approach, other people
are being very thoughtful and
actually responding to each
other," he said.
Predictably, opinions are often
sharply polarized.
"What a bunch of buffalo
chips!" says one comment
signed only as being by a former
LANL worker. "They started it.
We finished it. 'Nuff said."
Responds another; "The truth
hurts. Without this alternative
exhibit this museum would be a
disgrace." The signature was not
.
legible.
Comments are sometimes
poignant, as was one reflecting
anguish over involvement in the
building of the bombs.
"This is my first visit since
working on these instruments
(bombs) many years ago. I
refused to look for a long time ...
Jesus said we were to love our
enemies ... " signed, "A Chaplain
- who cares what happened."

"Thank God for your display," says one
unsigned comment. "It is the only reason I leave
this museum remote ly assured that I am a citizen of a moral nation."
"Thanks for the bomb. It saved many, many
lives," writes Elaine Rapcros of Midland, Mich.
The book - actually one of several filled
since the Los AlamQs Study Group display
0l'~n~d in 1992.- is compe~ling lJecaus eit gives
VIsItors a chance to recogmze and express
deeply felt emotions, museum Directo r John
Rhoades said. The result is often a written
.
debate, he said.
"While some people have kind of a bumperPlease see CATHARTIC, Page 1f3

-- -- -- -

Contrasted by, "It is a shame
we did not have a person like
Harry Truman in the 1960s, who
would have been willing to use
the A-bomb on North Vietnam"
'
said KH. Smith, Santa Fe.
Many visitors praise the
museum for allowing the contro.versial display, Rhoades said.
But others criticize the museum.
"This is an extreme ly interesting display that balances the
one-sided, self-satisfied, all-positive and self-serving Bradbu ry
Museum's official presentation
... " writes the Baugar ter family
.
of Switzerland.
in
sure
But others are less
judging the museum or the
bombs.
"All my adult life, I have been
pulled here. I've traveled 1,500
miles, and I'm both sickened and
enthralled. It is a soul-shocking
place to stand. I wonder, are
these heroes (now) in heaven or
hell?'! signed simply, "New
York."

Paper: Fort Worth Star-Telegram
Title: Groups dispute bomb's necessity - Exhibits' visitors deal with complex issue
Author: BARRY SHLACHTER
Date: August 7, 1995
Section: NEWS
Page: 1
LOS ALAMOS, N.M. - Call it the battle of the wall.
While the world marked the 50th anniversary ofthe atomic bombing of Hiroshima, an uneasy
truce reigned yesterday over how the event should be remembered in the town that built the
revolutionary weapon. The wall in question stands in the Bradbury Science Museum of the Los
Alamos National Laboratory.
Dueling views of the bombing have pitted a feisty, Santa Fe-based peace group against an
equally determined coalition of retired lab employees and World War II veterans, including
Navajo "code" speakers whose radio messages were unintelligible to the enemy.
The flap, to some eyes, is a mirror image of the controversy that led to the scaling down of a
major Smithsonian exhibition of the Enola Gay, the B-29 that bombed Hiroshima.
In a very real sense, Los Alamos, about 35 miles northwest of Santa Fe, succeeded where
Washington failed.
The dispute says as much about the communities counterculture-heavy Santa Fe, and Los Alamos, a "company" town of 18,000, full of pro-nuclear
researchers - as it does about conflicting views of Hiroshima.
After being threatened with a lawsuit, the government-owned museum allowed the peace
activists, known as the Los Alamos Study Group, to use a 10-foot-by-15-foot wall for an
alternative exhibit to the museum's version of how and why the atomic bomb was developed.
For two years, the activists had complete control of their wall until the ex-lab employees and
vets suddenly demanded equal time.
Museum director John Rhoades brought about a temporary truce with a Solomonic decision
splitting the wall equally between opposing groups, but not satisfying everybody.
As a half dozen people meditated before the start of a daylong peace vigil yesterday, hundreds
filed through the museum. They took in the peace group's exhibit, showing the victims of the
attack and arguing that it wasn't necessary. Then they saw one mounted by the vets right next to
it, showing Japanese atrocities and contending that the atomic bombing did indeed end the war.
Many visitors said both rounded out the museum's offering.
"I think they're necessary," Alice Tinkle, 50, of Santa Fe, said
of the "dueling wall," as the museum's director calls it. "It puts

humanity into it."
Robert Wojahn, 71, a World War II veteran, turned to his wife, Mary, after examining photos of
charred Japanese victims of the bombing. "There's the sad pmi," he said.
She responded: "But look at all the hundreds of thousands of our boys who got killed."
Rhoades said many leave grasping the complexity of the issue. "The atomic bomb shortened the
war and possibly saved more lives. The Japanese did horrifying things to Asians and Americans.
You can have that thought and at the same time you can retain in your head that women and
children died in a new and horrifYing way."
Whatever the benefits of the dueling exhibits, the issue is not dead and the Santa Fe group is
threatening legal action in September.
Rhoades said the activists are demanding control over what gets placed on the wall, a sort of
"gatekeeper" role. Steve Stoddard, a former Republican state senator who heads the veterans
group, calls it undemocratic.
From the peace group's perspective, "space for dissent has been halved," said Mary Riseley, its
co-director. "We don't think it's necessary for a pro-lab group to have a display because the whole
museum is a pro-lab display.
Author: BARRY SHLACHTER
Section: NEWS
Page: 1
Copyright 1995 STAR-TELEGRAM INC.
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Council hits back
at SF mayor
By CHARMIAN SCHALLER
Monitor Managing Editor
Chris Chandler of the Responsible Environmental Action League
came to the County Council Monday to protest the handling of a
meeting and news conference in
Santa Fe Saturday - a meeting at
which Santa Fe Mayor Debbie
Jaramillo called Los Alamos an
"island of paranoia and privilege."
The meeting, sponsored by the
Santa Fe City Council and Rep. Bill
Richardson, D-N:M., was arranged
because the Depattment of Energy
declined to hold a scoping meeting
in Santa Fe on the Stockpile Stewardship and Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the future nuclear weapons
complex.
Meetings had b~en conducted by
the DOE in June in Los Alamos and
Albuquerque.
Reporting on the Santa Fe meeting during the "public comment"
portion of the Los Alamos County

Council meeting Monday, Chandler
said, "There was supposed to be a
public meeting there," and Richard-1
son's office said people would get I
equal time.
But, she said, Los Alamos people
were forced to wait until the very
end of the meeting and to speak last.
They confronted a "stacked deck,"
she said.
The moderator of the meeting,
was Greg Mello of the Los Alamos I
Study Group (a Santa Fe antinuclear group), she said. Jay Coughlin of the Concerned Citizens for
Nuclear Safety (another anti-nuclear
group) and representatives of the
Physicians for Social Responsibility
in Albuquerque were deeply
involved as well.
Chandler has written a letter of
protest to Richardson. She said she
doesn't think he understood just
who was organizing the meeting
and how it would be run.
(Please see COUNCIL, Page 8)

COUNCIL
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(from Page 1)
She also has written letters to the
Santa Fe New Mexican and Journal
North.
She said when she protested,
Mello and Mary Riseley of the Study
Group said, "We HAD Our meeting."
But, Chandler noted, the meeting in
Los Alamos was run by the DOE, andt
everyone had an equal opportunity to
speak.
Chandler suggested that it would
be appropriate for the Los Alamos
County Council as welI as her group
to write to Richardson.
She said many people from Los ,
Alamos left before they had they had
an opportunity to speak in Santa Fe. '
Those who stayed, she said, had to sit
through a series of choreographed 1
"anti-nuclear harangues" by people I
organized and invited by LASG and
CCNS.
The Los Alamos County Council
indicated strong support for Chandler.
Council Chairman Lawry Mann
said the council already has tried
unsuccessfully to get Richardson and
will keep trying - notably through its
two Democratic members, Vice Chairwoman Ginger Welch and Councilor
Denise Smith. He said the council is
"developing a counter attack."
I
WeIch commentec\ that she recently attended a technology, transfer
meeting at which four' people from
Santa Fe virtualIy dominated discussion, insisting that Los Alamos
National Laboratory devote more
attention to technology for Santa Fe.
Now, she said, it appears that
Richardson has signed a CCNS-written resolution sharply critical of
LANL and a resolution supportive of
the LASG position on sharing of a
public opinion wall at the Bradbury
Science Museum.

1

Smith thanked Chandler for
attending the Santa Fe meeting. She
said she understands how frustrating
it is to be denied the opportunity to
speak, and she said it is interesting to
see thatthese groups are so manipulative when they are r;unning a meeting.
Such an approach; she said, is the f
"antithesis of democracy."
I
Speaking in the context of Jaramil~
lo's remarks about Los Alam~s:
Smith said, "We as a community have
worked very, very hard to bring
together the communities of Northern
New Mexico," especially Espanola,
Taos and the pueblos. We have
"looked for common ground," she
said.
It is "unfortunate," she said, that
the mayor of Santa Fe doesn't share
the vision of a northern New Mexico
that works together for mutual benefit.
It appears, she said, that it is Santa
Fe that has become "elitist," declining
to reach out or share its wealth with
other communities.
Councilor Morris Pongratz also
thanked Chandler for her efforts "to
set the record straight," commenting,
"That's very hard to do."
Pongratz said some people in
Santa Fe are "using Brown Shirt \
(Nazi) tactics" in an effort to control j
public opinion. But, he said, it is '
important to remember that, "There
are a lot of good people in Santa Fe."
Councilor
Jim
Greenwood
thanked Chris, commenting that he
saw the announcement of the meeting
and thought, "My God. I just can't
stand another one of these beat 'em
up meetings,:'
He said Santa Fe reaps millions of
dolIars from the laboratory, an impact
that rivals tourism in the Santa Fe
economy. And, he said, tourism pays
low wages compared to LANL, the
employer of many people who live in
Santa Fe or shop there.
He said he doesn't understand why
J aramiIIo and others are ignoring \
LANL's impact. He said their 1
approach shows "ignorance" and'
"arrogance."
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members of the 509th Composite
Group, the Army Air Corps unit that
50 years ago dropped the atomic
bombs on Japan at the end of World
War II, visited the Bradbury Museum
on Thesday,
The veteraris,'holding their 50th
anniversary reunion, in Albuquerque
this week, were guests of Los Alamos
National Laboratory, which runs the
museum. Exhibits there are dedicated
mainly to the creation of the atomic
bomb.
As they entered the Bradbury, the
old soldiers Were greeted by former
Republican state Sen: Steve Stoddard,
his wife, Barbara, and Peichen Sgro, a
lab employee who left China as a baby
during the' Japanese' occupation, all
holding signs of welcome and gratitude.
,
Bill Long was among the former
crew members who took in the museum. Long said he and his crew on Tinian were responsible for moving the
two atomicbpPlbs from-the'Quonset
huts where they were! stored to the aircraft that dropped th,e,m on ,lapan.
Long said he has closely followed
the ,recent controversy surrounding
the dropping of the bombs on Japan.

He also had alook arthe ""''''U",\,U)L''':,
play critical of the UU<'lULU~'UU'"
installed by the Los Alamos
Group, a Santa Fe peace group.
"I feelthatthose people do~'tknow
what-the f>fcts were:' he said.""We ..
saved as many Japanese Jives as
American lives'bytlroppfug the

bombs. H

'

.

.

,

Joe Ross, a pilot with the 509th; also
looked at the' critical display, as well
as one next to it, supportive of the,
bombing, put together by the' Los
Alamos Education Group, a coalition
ofveterans' groups.
.
"I thinkboi4exhibits,are important
to see," he said. "Let thinking and reasonable people <;lraw their oWn conclu-

sions;", -

Ross added; "The important issue is "
that we had the national will to win the!
'I,

Please

see VISIT. PM" A·::\

,,,,,'~,.~",''''."."'
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stands' with
\vho escaped

Los Alamos welcomes'
By BOB QUICK
The New Mexican

LOS ALAMOS - Several hundred
members of the 509th Composite
Group, the Army Air Corps unit that
50 years ago dropped the atomic
bombs on Japan at the end of World
War II, visited the Bradbury Museum
on Thesday.
The veterans, holding their 50th
anniversary reunion in Albuquerque
this week, were guests of Los Alamos
National Laboratory, which runs the
museum. Exhibits there are dedicated
mainly to the cl'eation of the atomic
bomb.
As 'they entered the Bradbury, the
old soldiers were greeted by former
Republican state Sen. Steve Stoddard,
his wife, Barbara, and Peichen Sgro, a
lab employee who left China as a baby
during the' Japanese occupation, all
holdihg signs of welcome and gratitude.
Bill Long was among the former
crew tnembers who took in the museum. Long said he and his crew on Tinian were responsible for moving the
two atomic bombs from the Quonset
huts where they were stored to the aircraft that dropped them on Japan.
Long said he has closely followed
the recent controversy surrounding
the dropping of the bombs on Japan.

"We followed orders.
We did what we had
to do to bring the war
to.a dose."
ADOLPH GASSER
S09th photographer
He also had a look at the museum display critical of the bombings that was
installed by the L~22-!?llli!Y
VJ:Q1!£, a Santa Fe peace group.
"I feel that those people don't know
what the facts were," he said. "We
saved as many Japanese lives as
American lives by dropping the
bombs."
Joe Ross, a pilot with the 509th, also
looked at the critical display, as well
as one next to it, supportive of the
bombing, pnt together by the Los
Alamos Edncation Gronp, a coalition
of veterans' groups.
"I think both exhibits are important
to see," he said. "Let thinking and reasonable people draw their own conclusions."
Ross added; "The important issue is
that we had the national will to win the
Please see VISIT_ PMe A-::l

Navigator Jack Wldowsky of Union, N.J., stands with
Los Alamos resident Pelchim Sgro, who escaped
China with hAr
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VISIT
Continued from Page A-l

war. I was proud to have been
part of it."
Adolph Gasser was a photographer with the 509th who took
both photos and motion pictures
of the B-29s Enola Gay and
Bock's Car when they left Tinian
to bomb Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Gasser said his unit's cameras
also took the photos of the bombings of both cities.
He said the 509th has received
a "tremendous reception" at its
reunions both last year in Chicago and in Albuquerque,
"The reaction has been positive about our role in history,"
he said, acknowledging that
some historians and others have
criticized the bombings.
"We followed orders," he said.
"We did what we had to do to
bring the war to a close."
Also visiting the museum
Thesday was Jack Widowsky, .the
navigator of Top Secret, the
weather plane that accompanied
Bock's Car on its mission to drop
an atomic bomb on Nagasaki.
Widowsky recalled that Kokura, not Nagasaki, was the primary target, but clouds forced Maj.
Charles Sweeney to divert to
Nagasaki and drop the bomb
there.
Nagasaki burned for more
than 24 hours, and the death toll
was more than 70,000 by the end
of 1945. Less than a week after
the ,Nagasaki bomb, Japan surrendered.
As the veterans entered the
museum, they were met by the
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Clyde Mueller/The New Mexican

Adolf Gasser was with the photographic unit that mounted cameras on
the airplanes that took photographs of the dropping of the two atomic
bombs over Japan.

Stoddards, whose welcome had
actually started on the roads
leading into town. That's where
the couple and some of their
friends stood to wave their placards at the 509th as they rode
into Los Alamos on buses.
"We wanted to show what this
community feels about them,"
Barbara Stoddard said.
Sgro stood in the lobby with a
sign saying, "Welcome 509th.
Thanks for saving my life."
She recalled how China suffered under Japanese occupation and said she would not have
survived had the War not ended
when it did.
Her mother was from
Nanking, a city whose people
were treated particularly brutally by the Japanese, a city the

Japanese occupied in 1937, raping women and killing their children, she said.
The 509th members also were
greeted by four of Gretta Christensen's children, all asking for
their autographs.
Bradbury Museum director
Jon Rhoades also was on hand to
welcome the veterans and
answer their questions. In
remarks made during a short
interview,. Rhoades said it was
unfortunate that members of the
509th have been drawn into the
controversy surrounding the
50th anniversary of the dropping of the bombs.
"The vets have become the
scapegoats," he said. "They
were on the delivery erid of poli~
cy that started in Washington."

Santa Fe, LANL
I am writing to respond to remarks
made by Mr. and Mrs. Chandler, both
employees of and activists for the Los
Alamos National Lab (LANL) regarding
the City of Santa Fe-sponsored public
hearing on the .scope of the Stockpile
. . Stewardship and Management Pro ..
grammatic . Environmental Impact
Statement that was held in Santa Fe City
Council Chambers Aug. S.
I facilitated that hearing, am a native
of Northern New Mexico and an organizer for the Los AlamosStudy Group.
First of all, the hearing was not at all
one-sided as a New Mexican headline
. claimed. All opinions were heard, and
no censorship whatsoever occurred.
How could there be censorship, as facilitator, I had no idea what would be said
by whom. I simply read the names in order. To set the record straight, everyone from outside Santa Fe who signed
up to speak were called on well before
the end of the hearing. There were,
however, two Santa Feans who could not
speak because time was up. But, they
were invited to make written comments
to the DOE. The meeting was not an
anti-nuclear harangue, as has been alleged, there were many pro-nuclear
opinions expressed. The hearing was
not orchestrated or censored in any
way.
Santa Fe is downwind and down water
from the lab and we rieed to be involved
in every decision that LANL and the
DOE makes that affects us and our children's futures. We ,need moreopportunities for public discussion, not fewer,'
This public hearing was open, fair, free,
and the least that Santa Fe deserves,
Peggy Prince

Santa Fe
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• Following is a response to the resolution
passed by the Santa Fe City Council: "Supporting
Programmatic Review of the Future Nuclear
Weapons Complex
The response was written by Chris and George
Chandler of Los Alamos and was forwarded to the
Department of Energy.
We have no quarrel with a sincere desire on the
part of the City Council and the people of San,ta Fe
to have a PElS public comment meeting in Santa
Fe. We encourage the DOE to hold snch a meeting,
and' would be happy to attend ourselves, as we
enjoy visiting Santa Fe and discussing the Laboratory and its mission and accomplishments. We are
alarmed, however, at the tone of the resolution that
was passed by the City Council; we believe we
know the genesis of the language in the resolution,
and we hope that it does not express the genuine
feelings of the people of Santa Fe.
There was public testimony at a DOE meeting in
Santa Fe on Thursday July 27 by a member of the
. Los Alamos Study Group (LASG), that the resolution was written by a member of the closely allied
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety (CCNS),
Jay Coghlin. Newspaper reports stated it was introduced at a Council meeting by Mayor Debbie
Jaramillo, and passed two weeks later. The points
made in the resolution about LMTL and Los Alamos are typical of the CCNS and LASG, and of Mr.
Coghlin: exaggerations, misrepresentations, and
raising false fears to exploit public responses in furtherance of a private agenda. We wish to challenge
several statements in the resolution.
"Wnereas LANL has been generally isolated (a)
culturally, with to-date limited opporwnities/or the
.t
advancement o/minorities into senior manageme!it
j
positions... "
The LANL is easily the least culturally isolated
component of Northern New Mexico. LANL scientists are on the road continually engaging in discourse with other scientists in nations the world
over on the entire spectrum of scientific activity,
and are engaged in national and international polit-.
ical activity as well. LANL scientists are involved
in negotiations on the nuclear weapons treaties, and
in advising government agencies, the Congress, the
United Nations, and the President on all science
policy, not just nuclear weapons. LANL scientists
also do much research in New Mexico in environmental monitoring, geology, and alternate energy,
LANLdraws st~derits ataH:le:ve1s;;\jfaiJ races,
from all over the' naiionto Los Alamos to do
research, to study, and to contribute to a cosmopolitan"atmosphere in Los Alamos and Santa Fe.
LANL supports legions of colle.ge students from
Northern New Mexico with summer and holiday
employment. LANL has outreach programs that
puts scientistsi.nto New Me.xico high schools and
colleges, and that brings New Mexico science
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Laboratory has an extensive monitoring and control
teachers into Los Alamos on sabbatical.
The citizens of Los Alamos support with their program to guarantee that this condition continues.
The clo.sest areas to. LANL. the first sto.ps
time and money the great cultural institutions' of
Northern New Mexico including the Santa Fe do.wnstream and do.wnwind, are neigho.rho.ods
Opera, the Santa Fe Symphony, the Spanish and in Lo.s Alamo.s, inhabited by the families o.f the
Indian arts and crafts markets, and our population scientists, engineers, and technicians who. o.perincludes a large number of artists who. supply and ate the Labo.ratory. The demand fo.r real estate
enlarge those markets. We are active as volunteers do.wnstream and do.wnwind o.f the labo.rato.ry
in charitable and social service work in many areas . co.ntinues at unprecedented high levels.
"Whereas, the future benefits to Northem New
of Northern New Mexico.
The Laboratory has an aggressive minority Mexico are uncertain ... " It may be true that the
recruitment and affIrmative action program that has futlire of the LANL is uncertain, but the goal of the
withstood court challenges and scrutiny by state CCNS and LASG is to hasten the demise. This
and federal agencies. Minorities are represented in argument is meant to frighten and recruit Santa Fe
all levels of LANL to at least the levels of their sta- into contributing to the demise. A more enlighttistical representation in the eligible technical pop- ened policy would be to encourage the continuation
ulation, and usually above that. This statement of a clean, high-paying, high-tech industry in
authored by CCNS is meant to create hostility to Northern New Mexico by asking the DOE to conLos Alamos by drawing a negative image based on solidate as much of the nuclear weapons complex
aspossible in Los Alamos, ensuring.a stable laboa false stereotype.
"... (b) eCOlwmically, with little evidence of ratory and employment base for as long as nuclear
major economic development in the region cen- weapons are a part of international politics, which
tered on laboratory activities and without the bene- will likely be a very lo.ng time. Consider the enorfit of gross receipts taxes paid to the state of New mous effort the City of Santa Fe put forth to bring
Mexico ... " LANL with its co.ntracto.rs is the sec- Nambe Mills to Santa Fe, to create, as we recall,
ond largest emplo.yer in Santa Fe County, with fewer than 200 jobs that probably averaged around
over 2,000 emplo.yees. 'The salaries paid to Santa $10 an hour. It would take 15 or 20 plants of that
Fe residents are estimated at around $90 millio.n a size to replace the employment income that LANL
year. Los Alamos has been a major driver in eco- brings to Santa Fe.
To further illustrate the private agenda that the
nomic development planning for Northern New
Mexico, through the Community Council and as a Santa Fe City Council has adopted, look at Sections
major player in mADE, the Santa Fe - Los Alam- 2 & 3 of the body of the resolution: "... calls on the
os - Espanola cooperative economic-development DOE to delay decisions regarding future produceffort. LANL's tech transfer and spin - off pro- tion activities ... & '" formally suordinate decisions
grams have contributed to or created many busi- to be made in on-going lANL site-wide and project
nesses in New Mexico. LANL does not pay gross specific reviews to programmatic review... " This is
receipts tax because of state and federal laws. LAN- the LASG and CCNS anti-nuclear agenda: to create
L's employees pay income and property taxes in as much delay in the DARHT (the "project-specifthe millions of dollars, and LANL's contractors pay ic review") EIS, Progranunatic EIS, and site-wide
millions of dollars in gross receipts taxes in Los EIS processes as possible. Why would Santa Fe
care about that? I wonder if anybody on the City
Alamos, Santa Fe, and Albuquerque.
" .. , (c) in environmental compliance, with an Council really understood what they were voting on
institutional record of chronic non-compliance with here, or did they just succumb to pressure from
major environmenttal laws... " LANL's record of political supporters?
In conclusion, let us express our sorrow at the
protecting its neighborhood from contamination is
outstanding. LANL has at times been technically breach that has been created between the people of
out of compliance with environmental laws. In Santa Fe and the people of Los Alamos by this
some instances this has been the result of disputes . ,action. We believe it was caused by the fanaticism
with the regulating agency over the interpretation of of those well-meaning activists at LASG and
the laws or the means to monitor 'compliance; CCNS who seem to care nothing for the relations
LANL scientists are technologically often ahead of between neighbors in Northern New Mexico, who
the regulators and prefer to use better means than apparently believe that their "noble purpose" justiare available to general industry. In some cases fies any tactic: in the single-minded pursuit of
technology or politics (WIPP) hasn't caught up "peace," the truth and neighborly relations are
with the regulations, or regulations change sudden- unfortunate victims. We sincerely believe that the
ly, and compliance is simply not possible, and people of Santa Fe will not indulge these naive
LANL sometimes pays fines, especially to the state. stereotypes and ugly misrepresentations about Los
The Tiger Team visit in 1991 after an exhaustive Alamos, and we hope their representatives on the
and critical survey found no environmental defi- City Council will look more closely the next time
ciencies that could be considered an immediate the LASG and CCNS drop an innocent-looking resdanger to worker or public health and safety. The olution on their political doorstep.
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Lab employees
say hearing on
LANL one-sided
ByKATHLEENE PARKER
For The New Mexican

LOS ALAMOS - Two Los Alamos residents are criticizing a
public hearing - held in Santa
Fe :- on the impact of Los Alamos lab's role in testing and rebuilding nuclear weapons:
The two, both employees of Los
Alamos National Laboratory,
earlier announced they were
forming a group, the Responsible
Environmental Action League, to
counter anti-lab bias.
The Santa Fe hearing was convened, in part by Rep. Bill Richardson, in response to criticism
by Santa Feans, including Mayor
Debbie Jaramillo, of the Department of Energy for holding hearings in Los Alamos and Albuquerque but not Santa Fe.
In a letter sent to Richardson
and released to the news media,
Christine and George Chandler
criticized the Aug. 5 hearing at
City Hall as being too closely
aligned with and controlled by
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear
Safety and the Los Alamos Study
Group, known for their anti-nuclear stance.
The Chandlers equated the format of the hearing with censorship, saying that Los Alamos reS7
idents were forced to wait until
after Santa Fe residents for a
chance to speak, in some cases a
wait of six hours.
"The long delay and hostile environment drove many Los Alamos people from the meeting,"
the Chandlers wrote. "Everyone
in the room with differing views

felt the bias of those moderating
and suffered under the chilling
effect of those in control who
were hostile to their positions."
George Chandler, a physicist in
the lab's weapons-testing division, voiced similar concerns
during the hearing.
But Mary Risely of the study
group said the Chandlers' claims
are nonsense.
"The fact is that every person
. who signed up from Los Alamos
got a chance to speak and that
meant two people from Santa Fe
did not ... because there wasn't
time," she said. The purpose of
the meeting was to hear from
Santa Fe residents - Los Alamos
had already had its own hearings,
she said.
In a phone interview, Richardson said if he had known what the
format would be he would not
have sponsored the meeting. He
shares concerns about a lack of
balance, he said.
"I feel both the city (of Santa
Fe) and my office should have
been more cognizant of the need
for balance," he said. "But on the
other hand, I think Los Alamos
needs to justify its existence. I
think they should take the heat
like anyone else."
The Chandlers criticized Richardson.
"It appears to us that you have
decided to involve yourself in
propagating divisive stereotypes
about Los Alamos by allying
yourself with the anti-nuclear efforts to slander Los Alamos and
close the laboratory," they
wrote.
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2 MEN WITH KNIFE ROB MCDONALD'S EATERY
Two men armed with a knife held up McDonald's restaurant at 3299 Cerrillos Road early Wednesday, Santa
Fe police report.
Detective Tim Gallegos said the robbers entered the restaurant after closing time, shortly after midnight, as an
employee was leaving the store.
The two men told the employees in the store to get down on the floor, he said.
One robber had a knife and the other hit employees with his hands and feet, a report said.
Both men are between 5 feet 7 inches and 5 feet 9 inches tall and weigh about 160 pounds each.
They took off with an undetermined amount of cash.
EX-ADVISER TO SPEAK ON ENOLA GAY EXHIBIT
Stanley Goldberg, who resigned from the Smithsonian's Enola Gay Exhibit Advisory Board to protest the
decision to expunge parts of the exhibit, will speak at Fuller Lodge in Los Alamos at 7 tonight.
The talk is sponsored by the ~ Alamos Study Gro!:!,p, which has an exhibit at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory's Bradbury Science Museum criticizing the use of atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the
end of World War II.
Earlier this year, the U.S. National Air and Space Museum canceled most of an exhibit that was to accompany
the display of the fuselage of the Enola Gay, the plane that dropped the "Little Boy" bomb on Hiroshima. Veterans
and others said the proposed exhibit was not balanced.
Goldberg is a retired history of science professor who has taught at Antioch and Hampshire colleges, Johns
Hopkins and the University of Maryland. He is writing a biography of Gen. Leslie Groves, the military director of
the Manhattan Project.
Goldberg says the decision to drop atomic bombs on Japan was influenced by the United States' desire to
deter Soviet expansion into Asia and to justify the expense of the Manhattan Project.

I

His Los Alamos talk, "Documents, Memory & History: Hiroshima and the Enola Gay Exhibit," including slides
and a question-and-answer period, is free and open to the public.

l ! 0 r more information, call 982-7747.
BLM OFFICE IN TAOS GETTING NEW HOME
TAOS -- The U.S. Bureau of Land Management's Taos Area Office will move to 226 Cruz Alta Road next
week.
The new office, directly east of its current office, should open Aug. 21, a news release said.
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Acting Taos Resource Area Manager Steve Henke said the new office will include "a user-friendly public room"
and an expanded reception area.
The telephone number for the office will remain 758-8851.
Office hours are 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
"Although our office will remain open during the week of Aug. 14, we will be able to provide better service to
our customers if they can wait until Aug. 21 to contact or visit us," Henke said in a news release.
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"'Ibere's a display 'across the mall in
the National Museum of American
History on the 200th anniversary of
the Constitution," he said in an interview Wednesday. ''TIle topic is when
the Constitution didn't work - during
the internment of the Japanese in
World War II.
"It received a lot of criticisms. But
the museum director was very firm.
He didn't cancel it and he didn't allow
it to be tampered with. Criticism is
welcomed. I think pretty much the
same thing would have happened if
the same actions were taken with the
display on the use of atomic weapons."
, Bowing to criticism largely from the
American Legion and Air. Force
retirees, the National Air and Space
Museum' gutted its original exhibit
before the 50th anniversary of the
Hiroshima bombing.
The onginal exhibit planned to analyze the use of A-bombs. Instead, the
museum chose to display a portion of
the fuselage of the Enola Gay with
dates and names, but without historical analysis.

JAIME DISPENZA/JOURNAL

Stanley Goldberg, who served on
the Advisory Board Committee for
the Smithsonian Institute's Enola
Gay' exhibit, says domestic politics
., influenced the decision to use
atomic bombs on Japan.

Historian:
,warshow
was gutted
~JJThe

display that
went upis'n't neutral,"
a former adviser for the
Enola Gay exhibit says.
"It's neutered." s/}~h)
'
BY PATR.ICK ARMIJO
JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

Stanley Goldberg, a historian who
resigned in protest from a review
,committee for the Smithsonian Institution's Enola Gay exhibit that was
gutted under political pressure, said
the display could have been saved if
Smithsonian officials had shown a little snine.

See HISTORIAN,.. PAGE 3

Historian: Enola
show was gutted
o

,

_

there. Harwit is gone, and now they
need to find a new director. "
, Goldberg said the motives for
''TIle display that went up isn't bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
neutral. 'It's. neutered," said Gold- which caused an estimated 200,000
berg, who the Los Alamos Study deaths, were complex.
Group brought to speak at Los
The main reason was the momenAlamos.
tum of the effort and the fury of
He said the abridged display is emotions after four years of war, he
what the Air Force Association said.
wanted. He said he suspects the
Another reason was domestic polwhole event was orchestrated by
itics,
Goldberg said. He said, Manthe Air Force retirees to fire the former. director of the National Air and hattan Project officials wanted to
Space Museum, Martin Harwit, justify the 82 billion they had spent
who later resigned.
Other reasons, he said, included
The association's members "deny keeping the Soviet Union out of the
this to me, but I'm' sure they were Pacific, collecting data on the
interested in using this to under- bombs' capabilities, fulfilling the
mine the director and hire the next personal ambitions of those
director who would be more to their , involved and ending World War II as
.
liking," he said. 'They're halfway quickly as possible.
From PAGE 1
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Los Alamos Monitor

Letters

Bid goodbye to a bloody, bloody century
Editor:
Future historians may characterize the 20th Century by the
two wars that occurred in the first half of the century. World
War I killed over 10 million soldiers, principally by artillery
bombardment, but the cities and their populations were relatively unscathed. However, near the end of that conflict and
immediately following, over 20 million war-weary people died
from the flu. World War 11 saw the introduction of aerial bombardment of cities. Over 55" million people were killed and
most of the cities of Europe and Japan were devastated. World
War 11 was terminated by two nuclear weapons.
The Los Alamos Study Group of Santa Fe has a display in
the Bradbury Science Museum showing the horror and the
destruction that occurred at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. They
ignore the terrible consequences of most of the aerial bombardments, especially in the cities that were ravaged by fire
storms.
Fire storms are a naturally occurring phenomena that have
been observed in large forest fires. They generate incredible
heat and may spawn small tornados with winds of 100 to 200
mph. Fire storms also consume all the oxygen in the immediate vicinity, which had 'fatal consequences at Dresden. The following table shows data for some of the cities that suffered fire
storms in WWII.
Hamburg Dresden Tokyo Hiroshima Nagasaki
Date

7/43

No. Bomber~8,000
Explosives
Released
7,93 I
(tons)
. No. Killed* 42,6000

8/6/45

8/9/45

]3,000
(equiv)

20,000
(equiv)

2145

3/45

111,300

334

3,907

2,382

135,000

83,793 71,379

-35,000

* These estimates change over the years.
As we memorialize the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
it is also fitting to remember the tens of thousands of victims
who died in the fire storm raids.
The Hamburg raid was important because it produced the
first fire storm in history, from aerial bombardment, and it
proved that a city prepared for bombing raids was not immune
to fire storms. Hamburg's 80,000 bomb shelters were connected by tunnels and weB stocked with water and a supply of win-

ter fuel, coal and coke. Unfortunately during the fire storm, this
fuel ignited from the intense heat and doomed the occupants.
Weeks later, when rescue teams cleared their way into the hermetically sealed bunkers and shelters, they discovered pots,
pans and kitchen utensils melted into globs. A "soft unQulating
layer of grey ash" was the only remains of the 250 to 300 occupants of one bunker.
It was a clear night in Dresden and the population, greatly
expanded by refugees from the approaching Russian army, was
celebrating Shove Tuesday. Many victims were found in their
Mardi Gras costumes. At 10:15 the Pathfinder Bombers
dropped their bright flares to assist the six Mosquito Marker
Leaders to mark the target area. The Master Bomber, also in a
Mosquito bomber, remained above the city to direct traffic.
The first wave of heavy bombers dropped mostly concussion
explosives to blowout windows and doors. They were followed by planes carrying incendiaries and delayed explosives,
which started many fires. Three hours later, to allow time for
the arrival of fire fighting crews and equipment from the surrounding communities, the second wave of bombers arrived,
with their Master Bomber to control the carnage. They succeeded in starting a fire storm. The next day, Ash Wednesday,
the first day of Lent, the American Eighth Air Force BI7s
arrived to drop 771 tons of bombs on the burning city.
Ii was several days before the fires were controlled and rescue efforts became effective. Allied prisoners were brought in
to assist and they were enthusiastic in developing methods to
locate survivors. Hundreds of people were found sitting calmly in their shelters, they were uninjured except they were tinted blue from the lack of oxygen, and they were all dead. The
first victims were buried in the local cemeteries, but the magnitude soon overwhelmed these facilities. In addition, refugees
continued to flow into the city and the authorities became concerned with the threat oftyphus. Theyfinally turned to desperate measures to dispose of the thousands of bodies. The center
of the city was declared off limits and girders were torn from
the destroyed buildings and used to construct several huge
grilles. Flammable material was placed below and bodies were
stacked on the grilles and doused with gasoline. After cremation, the ashes were reverently collected into lorries and taken
to the cemeteries for final interment in huge pits. The Germans
were concerned with identifying the victims. They developed a
complex system, but it was overwhelmed. Finally, they collected between 10,000 and 20,000 wedding rings, worn by
both sexes and usually engraved with the name of the wearer.
The rings were stored in several buckets at police headquarters.
They disappeared after the Russians occupied Dresden.

There was some debate in the Air Force about the best way
to destroy the Japanese cities. High altitude, precision daylight
raids were not effective, and although logical, incendiary raids
were not tried until early 1945. The Tokyo raid was a demonstration project with new tactics. It was a night raid using radar
at low altitudes, 5,000 to 9,000 feet.. The three-mile by fourmile target area was densely populated by 100,000 people per
square mile. The Pathfinders had no trouble locating the target
and soon the whole area was in flames and the fires were so
intense that they burned themselves out by mid morning. Many
bodies were found on bridges, roads and in canals, where people tried desparately to escape the inferno. It was 25 days
before all the dead were removed from the ruins.
It is interesting that on the anniversary of this great tragedy,
there has been no hue and cry by the Japanese or from the passionate antinukes in the United States, but recently the Japanese Emperor and his Queen were shown on TV commemorating the victims of this last great fire raid of the war.
The all-uranium Hiroshima bomb exploded at about 3,000
feet, and was so deadly because the terrain was flat, there was
no place to hide. The Nagasaki bomb used plutonium and it
also exploded at about 3,000 feet, but the terrain was hilly.
Although it was more powerful, the hills cast shadows that
saved many lives. The day after the Nagasaki bomb, theJ apanese opened negotiations for peace.
Herman Roser was a native New Mexican and a long-time
resident of Los Alamos, where he became the manager of the
ABC Los Alamos Area Office. He went on to Washington and
became an Assistant Secretary of the ABC. One evening in the
early '80s (as I recaIl), he returned to give the commencement
address to our graduating Los Alamos High School seniors. In
his address he made a statement that was making the rounds in
Washington at the time. He said, "Let us not abandon our
nuclear deterrent, only to make the world safe for conventional warfare."
We soon will exit this bloody century and enter a pristine
new century and a new millennium. It would behoove us to
remember that admonition.
E.L. Kemp
730 44th St.
References: Mesa-Public Library
Irving, David, The Destruction of Dresden
McKee" Alexander, Dresden 1945, The Devil Tinderbox
The Army Air Forces in World War 11, Vol. 5
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hyperbole
Ednor:
I've read with despair the hyperbolic letters about Santa Fe
activists. Might we not sort them
out?
Our mayor is feisty; I think I
would enjoy her outspokenness
even if I were the brunt of it, but I
understand t'lOse who might not
enjoy it.
CCNS is, as I understand it, an
organization mainly dedicated to
environmehtalandhealth,issues
<.

that result from nuclein' work.
TheLos Alamos Study Group is
opposed to the manufacture and
threatened use of nuclear weapons,
just as most of the world opposes
chemical and biological weapons.
Nuclear weapons seem to me the
worst of the lot because they
inevitably devastate large civilian
populations (including, possibly,
innocent neighboring populations),
and because they afflict the environment (including the environment
of Los Alamos itself). The group's'
leadership, and much of its membership, are Buddhists and Quakers
- peaceful persuasions. The style
of the Study Group is intended, as
Quakers say, "to speak truth to
power." The Group - and I suppose all of Santa Fe - certainly
does not "hate" Los Alamos, and in
point of fact is not even in favor of
the elimination of the lab: we desperately need our best scientific
minds here working on, for example, new methods of environmental
restoration. LASG supports a green
lab and tech transfer. We also support increasing the lab's involvement in tracking, securing and safeguarding fissile materials worldwide. We look to you for visions of
a peaceful and productive future.
These are vital issues of our
time. We need to be thinking and
talking about them. What an unutterable waste of time, paper and talent have been letters that are - it
seems to me - resistances to substantive dialogue.
Karin Salzmann
1800 Camino Corrales
Santa Fe, N.M. 87505

Gee, could we think for ourselves?
Editor:
It's been q while sinc.e I've been sufficiently
outraged to write but I feel myself "slip sliding
away" as Paul Simon says. The recent set of
back-and-forth editorial blasts by the Los,Alamos Study Group and the Chandler Action Committee have me feeling ill about freedom. ]his
is not good and I wonder if others are feeling
the same.
My mother tried to tell my siblings and me
that most things were better done in moderation
than in excess. She had in mind vices I think.
Surely she did not mean to suggest that pursuit
of freedom, 'for example, should be a moderate
goal of one's existence.
Yet the very fact of freedom requires moderation thus the thread of law becomes closely
woven with the threads of freedom to form a
patchwork which we caIl Democracy in this
country. Democracy is not just naked wild-eyed
freedom sprouting out of the air everywhere.
Democracy is the realization of freedom as
restricted by.law. Who is it that makes the laws
restricting freedom? Well, in some remote sense
it's you and me and the Chandlers and the Los
Alamos Study Group and any other set of half-

informed American lunatics that manage to get
the public's attention.
And this is the problem.
I don't think I want most of these people
helping with the abridgment of freedom. I certainly do not want the Anti-Nuclear Anything
League (A.N.A.L) helping our elected representatives decide what to do with the nation's
nuclear programs by scaring the daylights out of
an uneducated and ill-informed electorate and I
don't feel all that warm and fuzzy about the
Chandlers either. I want my neighbors and their
children and their children's children to do
these things. I want our schools to educate us so
well that the difficult issues facing us today and
tomorrow will be addressed by a public that can
think for themselves. What a novel idea, not
needing the Los Alamos Study Group or the
Chandlers or the DOE or whoever to tell us poor
morons what to think.
Golly, Beave, we might just be able to get
along all by ourselves.
Gee, Wally, do you think?
Yes, I do, Beave, and it feelsreallygood you
should try it,tool
And what about this bunch called "The

Physicians For Social Responsibility?" Are
these folks serious? If they really want to do
something that might be considered socially
responsible why don't they cut their fees in
half? This would have an immediate and longlasting effect on the nation's health. Furthermore, unlike most of the issues these folks like
to blather on about, cutting fees is something
they can just ... do. Finally, there are some real
problems facing us. In addition to issues relating to nuclear weapons and refined plutonium
and their long-term care we have AIDS, homelessness, flooding, hurricanes, tornadoes, cancer, a rapidly growing aged population, health
care, unemployment, huge govenment debt, the
imminent failure of antibiotics, finite fossil fuel
reserves, the depletion of the rain forests, the
vanishing or the ozone layer, global warming,
the pesticide dilemma, the Code Of Federal
Regulations, and Barney to name a few. One
hopes that all these deep thinkers like Peggy
Prince and the Chandlers are' worrying about
some of these other issues as well. I know that
I'll sleep a lot easier if they are.
I
. ,
Ron Rabie
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PATRIOTIC JINGOISM
HIDES TRUTH OF BOMBING
FOR WEEKS NOW, the print media have been running stories about those who proudly attest to their efforts
in developing the atomic bomb. They usually conclude with comments to the effect that dropping the bomb on
Japan was justified because "these actions saved thousands (millions?) of American lives."
Well maybe so and maybe not, who can really say? And to claim that we were justified in killing 80,000
innocent citizens of Hiroshima because of the atrocities committed by the Japanese warlords is like calling for the
bombing of the citizens of Chicago because of the marauding of AI Capone.
But these folks cling to the fiction that any thing so s.tated to the contrary is "revisionist history" and therefore
an "outright lie." They overlook the fact that history is not an absolute: rather history lies in the eyes of the teller
as well as those of the reader; as such it is affected by their experiences.
As a case in point, I cite my own experience which undoubtedly leads me to believe that dropping the bomb
was not only unjustified morally but militarily as well. In August 1945, I was a young lieutenant assigned to a
Seabee unit on Iwo Jima (95th NCB), having arrived there in March. We had been assigned the task of building
the base hospital.
As soon as Japan surrendered, all of our gear and equipment was loaded aboard the U.S.S. Lauderdale (APA
179) and we embarked on a sea journey to Japan, moving up the Inland Sea to dock at Matsuyama then Gunchu.
These cities were far from the industrial centers of Japan which had been bombed "back into the stone age"
according Gen. Curtis LeMay ....
But here we were in the "heartland," an important agriculture producing center and it, too, was in total ruins.
Ashore here and further along the coast, I observed that, if this was typical of the countryside, then Japanese
citizens were close to not being able to feed themselves beyond starvation rations. Her battle fleet lay in ruins at
the bottom of the sea after the Battle of Leyte Gulf and other disastrous maritime defeats.
So it seemed to this young observer that with their industry and agriculture destroyed and lacking the means, a
navy and a merchant marine fleet, to replenish their war-making capabilities, this island nation was ready to
surrender. Some of her leaders had so indicated earlier that summer.
Even a cursory examination of the archives or a reading of numerous books and treatises on the subject
reveals that this observation could be a correct one. Further, it raises the credible possibility that dropping the
bomb, without regard to the military situation, had long been on the U.S. agenda ....
My point is that one should not deny the possibility that such a scenario could be a true one simply through
some misguided sense of patriotic jingoism.
Robert Schneider
Santa Fe
LANL HELPS NEIGHBORS,
LISTENS TO COMMUNITY
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I WAS CERTAINLY disappointed with Santa Fe Mayor Debbie Jaramillo's recent criticism of Los Alamos and
Los Alamos National Laboratory.
LANL has been making very positive strides to educating the public relative to their mission and making
attemots at obtainina oublie inout.
The small village of Jemez Springs has had very quantifiable results in being associated with LANL. They have
provided some essential technical assistance to us that we otherwise could not have afforded. We have a
cooperative agreement with LANL in terms of search and rescue as well as fire department support. Several of
our residents work in Los Alamos.
As a member of the Northern New Mexico Citizen's Advisory Board to the Department of Energy/Los Alamos
National Laboratory, I hope that all northern New Mexico communities get an opportunity to visit with this
advisory group and perhaps see how LANL is reaching out in an attempt to establish a positive and cooperative
working relationship.
David N. Sanchez
Mayor, Village of Jemez Springs
RICHARDSON MAKES
EFFORT TO SUPPORT LAB
WE THANK Congressman Bill Richardson for his phone call to us and his letters to the newspapers
expressing his disapproval of the format of the informal Stockpile Stewardship Programmatic Environmental
Impact Statement meeting held in Santa Fe on Aug. 5. We believe Richardson would have advocated a more
balanced format if he would have been aware of the intentions of the organizers, the Concerned Citizens for
Nuclear Safety and the Los Alamos Study Group .•
We also appreciate his expression of support for the Los Alamos National Laboratory and his
acknowledgement of the contributions of the laboratory to northern New Mexico. We believe his support will help
the laboratory to more easily accept leadership of the Science-based Stockpile Stewardship Program that was
recently re-emphasized by the president when he announced the permanent ban on underground nuclear testing.

Christine
and George Chandler
Los Alamos
GRADY USES CONTEMPT
TO MASK INEXPERIENCE
AFTER 11 MONTHS of hearing or reading about all the remarks and statements attributed to Santa Fe Police
Chief Don Grady II, I can no longer remain silent about the matter.
Having begun a career in law enforcement when Grady was approximately 5 years old and served in every
capacity from patrolman, criminal investigation, narcotics agent, sergeant, lieutenant, captain and chief for 37
years, I think I am qualified to comment about Grady's capabilities to serve as chief of the Santa Fe Police
Department.
Grady probably has less experience than any sergeant, and a lot of the patrolmen, on the Santa Fe Police
Department. But, as I see it, to compensate for his lack of knowledge and experience, he tries to manage and
rule through trepidation and a demeaning manner. Policemen, although perhaps not schooled in psychology, with
all their daily contact with so many different personalities, develop the ability to see through a facade .... Grady is
a classic example of the old adage, "If you don't know the answers, dazzle them with b.s." In this respect he is an
expert.
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I have had the honor to have worked with officers of the Santa Fe Police Department off and on for the past 20
years, and I have found them to be true professionals in every sense of the word. I also have observed that the
department has become even more professional each year since my first interaction with police department
members in 1974. The citizens of Santa Fe need not worry that because of the existing conflict, the officers will
not do their jobs. They are true professionals and they w:ll do their jobs, not because of Grady, but in spite of him
and his lack of leadership.
Citizens who think all police officers do IS drive around and drink coffee or park and talk, or worse, pick on all
the innocent drivers could not be more wrong. Each time an officer responds to a call for assistance, he may be
required to put his life on the line for people who only prefer to criticize him or her rather than say thank you ....
I cannot believe (City Manager Ike Pino) as a professional, would refer to the Police Officers Association as a
"sleazy organization." I strongly feel he should publicly apologize for such an unprofessional remark. Like other
city managers across the country have found, he should know that his police department can make you or break
you.
Harold Byford past president,
N.M. Police Chief's Association
Santa Fe
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Science-Based or Science Debased?

fter what seemed like a fresh start under
Secretary Hazel O'Leary, the future of the
Department of Energy (DOE) weapons labs
is now beginning to look a lot like the bleak
past, only more so. While the nation sleepwalks its way further into global warming, an evergreater importation of fossil fuels and the near-complete
neglect of conservation and renewable energy, bureaucratic inertia and right-wing ideology seem to be winning out
over science applied to genuine national needs.
At this point in post-Cold War time, the only conversion
happening at the weapons labs is linguistic. Their flagship
program, now called "Science-Based Stewardship" (SBSS),
has inherited all the functions of the former nuclear
weapons research, development, and testing (RD&T) program save one: underground nuclear explosive testing.
The loss of underground testing is being parlayed into an
extravagant set of new nuclear weapons facilities at the
labs and an overall funding increase in their nuclear
weapons programs, dashing hopes that these institutions
could or would convert to more socially useful, and less
culturally corrosive, research.
Even withL.n.. the scope of the labs' current overall mission ("reducing the nuclear danger"), the vast bulk of
resources continue to be applied to maintaining and
improving US nuclear weapons. The underlying assumptions of SBSS are that the US arsenal is permanent, that it
remains large and diverse, and that a permanent technological and production-capacity "hedge" is needed to
reconstitute an even bigger arsenal in a short period of
time. All these US policy assumptions run directly
counter to any widely-shared definition of security, to any
genuine defense needs, and - not least - to Article VI of
the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), in which the
world's nuclear powers agreed to dismantle their arsenals
in return for a promise of nonproliferation from the rest of
the world. Even if these assumptions are granted, most of
the SBSS program is still not needed.

How Much Does Stockpile
Stewardship Cost?
SBSS, nee RD&T, is the core program at the three DOE
nuclear weapons laboratories, where most SBSS funds are
spent. Out of a fiscal year (FY) 1995 DOE weapons program appropriation of $4.5 billion, the SBSS program comprises $1.5 billion. Neither of these amounts include the
substantial costs of managing the wastes being created by
DOE nuclear weapons activities, or of cleaning up contaminated sites, including the weapons labs.
POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES
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The budget for stockpile stewardship is rising. The FY
1996 DOE budget request for SBSS is $1.6 billion, and it is
likely that Congress will award DOE at least this much.
Amazingly, the weapons laboratories are now receiving
substantially more funds for nuclear weapons science and
technology than they did during most of the Cold War.
The weapons labs want even more. In addition to high
levels of SBSS program funds, the labs want a $3 billion
panoply of new facilities to simulate various aspects of
nuclear weapon explosions. This extravagant and
provocative construction program is aimed at circumventing a nuclear test ban to the greatest extent technically possible. If constructed, these facilities will define the
research agenda of the labs, and make their conversion to
more useful work almost impossible for the next decade.

What Exactly Is the

sass Program"'?

To understand the stockpile stewardship program, it is
first necessary to understand what it is not. It is not the
program that stewards our stockpile of nuclear warheads
and bombs or provides for the surveillance, repair, and
replacement of nuclear weapons. The program which does
these jobs is called "stockpile management," a related but
separate DOE program, funded at $1.8 billion in FY 1995.
Instead, so called "science-based" stockpile stewardship
is aimed at providing a sort of science-nuclear weapons
science-for the stewards of the stockpile, or some of them
anyway. To put it another way, it doesn't really maintain
warheads so much as it maintains physicists. As DOE
Assistant Secretary Victor Reis put it to Congress in 1994:
"The stewards really are more important than the equipment...the pmpose of the Stockpile Stewardship program
is in fact to maintain the stewards, and the right type of
experiments."
The basic idea behind SBSS is described in the FY 1994
Defense Authorization Act, which says that the purpose of
"stewardship" is to preserve the "core intellectual competencies" of the US "in nuclear weapons, including
weapons design ... and certification." The Act provides
funding for "advanced computational capabilities to
enhance the simulation and modeling capabilities of the

Stockpile Stewardship doesn't really
maintain warheads so much as it
maintains physicists.

United States with respect to detonation of nuclear
weapons ... [and for] above-ground experimental programs, such as hydrotesting, high-energy lasers, inertial
confinement fusion, plasma physics and materials
research." Further, the Act provides "support for new
facilities construction projects" for these programs. This is
exactly what the old RD&T program used to do, with
advanced non-nuclear testing replacing to the extent possible the role of nuclear testing in the certification process.
In addition, the labs, through their growing central role
in the stockpile management program, will be the place
where much of the component production for new or
replacement nuclear weapons takes place. At present,
both stockpile stewardship and management present
impossible barriers for conversion of the weapons labs.

A Simpler, Cheaper, and less Provocative
Program to Maintain US Weapons
of Mass Destruction
Barring imminent orders for new weapons, sciencebased stockpile stewardship is .essentially a blank check.
Being primarily oriented toward maintaining the existing
workforce, there is no definite product and therefore no
real accountability in the program.
A more rational approach would begin by carefully
delineating goals for the program that enjoy a consensus,
such as: assurance of the safety and security of nuclear
weapons; compliance with US treaty obligations; support
for nonproliferation; and compatibility with anticipated
future treaties and further stockpile reductions.
In addition, a large majority of federal officials would
support a goal of ensuring that a given weapon remains
reliable until that weapon is retired, and providing for its
replacement as needed until that time. We believe it is
likely, however, that maintaining an enormous nuclear
deterrent will be increasingly seen as conflicting with US

nonproliferation goals, as some senior military officers
and defense officials have already warned.
To fulfill all these goals, including maintaining the reliability of our weapons of mass destruction and providing
for their replacement, a "science-based" stockpile stewardship is unnecessary. A much simpler, problemfocused stockpile management program would suffice
and would cost a great deal less. Since there are not now
any important safety, security, or reliability issues in the
arsenal, and none are foreseen for the immediate future,
this program could initially be largely a matter of surveillance, pending future arms reductions. And if a posture
of nuclear deterrence, i.e. threatened annihilation, is to be
maintained, any problems which may arise can be solved
by the remanufacture and replacement of specific parts.
Over the longer term, a small-scale remanufacturing
capability will be required to maintain a nuclear deterrent.
But the scale of this capability will depend upon the anticipated scale of the arsenal, which has been declining and
should continue to do so.
The US and the other declared nuclear powers have
promised, however, in Article VI of the NPT, to eventually dismantle all their nuclear weapons, not rebuild them.
So there is a proliferation cost, however difficult it may be
to measure or predict, as well as a very real economic and
environmental cost, to rebuilding weapons.
The Cold War level design establishment should be collapsed down to a much smaller and more narrowlyfocused "curatorship" program, whose size would
depend upon the complexity of the possible problems that
could be encountered. In the case of the nuclear "physics
packages" (warheads), which contain only about 5 percent
of the parts in the weapons, that program could and
should be rather small. It will be less expensive, in many
cases, to simply replace some parts than to understand in
detail everything that could, some decades hence, go
(Continued on p. 13)

US Department of Energy's National Laboratories At a Glance
Lab

Contractor

Annual Budget

7,310

Lawrence
Livermore
(Livermore, CA)
nuclear weapons R&D and testing; research on nonproliferati

Los-Alamos

# of Empl.

$1.1 billion

arms control, and treaty verification

6865

(Los Alamos, NM)
nuclear weapons R&D and testing; research on nonproliferation, arms control, and treaty verification technology; waste
management & envrionmental restoration

Sandia

$1.1 billion

8500

(four sites in NM,
CA, NV & HI)
R&D and testing of all non-nuclear components of nuclear weapons; transportation, storage and safety assessment of
nuclear weapons; training military personnel in assembly and maintenance of nuclear weapons.
Sources: Los Alamos Study Group, Military Toxics Project, US DOE, US Nuclear Weapons Cost Study Project
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One of .the ~ountry's nuclear'
bombs is to be remodeled 30 it csn.
burrow more deeply undergroond to
blow 1rp buried bunkers :wi stockpiles ot. <ltO~~ and chemical w~

pons.

\

Although the Urtited Sbtes is
currently observing a unilateral ba.n
on
nuclear mapol1S devel¢p.

neW

ment; government offici3ls $3Y theu~ns of the E61 bomb does
not violate that poliC'/.
The warhead replac~ent would
be :un01!$ the fust chAnges to the

U.S. arsenal siMe the country
stopped nuclear testing in 1992.
Analysts say it represents a shift
away ftoom the military strategy of
the Cold War - when the threat
was !I. single nuclear superpower -

to a new era ot l'1!$onal. thtaw
from amaller countries such as I:r:lq
\ and North Korea.
,
"It raises importan; questions
about U.S, mUit3x1. strategy," said
Daryl Kimball, a nuclw weapons
ana.lyst at, Physicians, for.,. Social.
~ponSibil1ty 1n Wa.5~n.
''It haa a definite T:l'Urd World
"

Fle~se

see Bomb, A-, 1

80mb: Warheaq to be'used as bunker buster
Cantlnued ,from A-1

John Crawford, deputy director of Sandia National
. LabOl'3.torie!l in New Me;:cico, llaid Thursday federal sdspin to it,'~ agr~oad Chr'.stopher Paine, So defer.se analyst entiBts plan to harden tlw ~rnal mew casing of me
at the NarJl'ai Resources Defense Council.
nuclear bomb. That would allow it to sink deeper .be!ote '
Energy' Department scientists ,plan to replace the detonating.
"
powerful but aging B63 hydrogen ,bomb with a modified
Development of the modi£i.ed warhead INi1l take two
version of 1m axis~ warhead called the r61. The new years, largely conducted by Sand1a sclantWts, said Los
warhead 'IViJl have $afety features lacldng in the B53,. ALamos Nadonal Laborntory spokesman Jim Darmes.
featw'e5 designed to pravem a. cat::J.strophic, a.cddeIlt:U kiok!.
detol\3tion.·
'I'M W3tlu!ad redesign has been awroved for deve!·
BecaUse the changes to the Bf31 do not Involve the opment but not deployt'tWnt, added Kent Johnson. the
warhead's nriclest element, officials said the resulting . Lawrence Livermore National Laooratory's assistant asreplac~metlt warhead could not be considered a neW
BOciat.e director for defense arid nuclear technologies.
weapon. That contention is hotly conte:rt;ed by some
In view ot U.S. efforts to curb the nucle!lI arms race,
anti-nuclear groups who say arr'; addition to the arsenal Psine said it ',vas hypocritical to be improving the naw

that enhances military capabilities should be considered
a new weapon.
"!t';3 tot.3J1y

and

weU within poliey commitments the
president has made," said Roger Fisher, deputy as, s1.stant energy secretary for research and development.
Fisher acknowledged the 853, which l:i an older
bomb, would be replaced by the newer B6l. But he
would not say whether the Bel's modified warhead
would be transformed Into a "bunker buster," or earth·
penetrating warhead,
'
Other ofIiciais acknowledged it would be.

$' +0 I'o~

ba..'se.J2..

ev...

tion's nuclear warhead capabilities.
"Are we going to establish a regime where there !lIe
nomt3 of behavior for everybody, or is tile United States
going to be the big exception?" Paine aaked,
"If we have 11 hedge, why can't everyone else have a
hedge? I'm sure India would love to have an Earth pen·
ecrator to take care of its uncerWntie3 with Pakistan.
Where doe3 it stop?"
.
Nuc!ear weapons scientists acknowledged a bunkerbwting weapon will be controversial, simply becau.'!e it
would' be so \Isefu! militarily.
01.1 y-
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Most explosive tests at a controversial nuclear weapons testing facility at Los Alamos National
Laboratory would be conducted inside steel containment vessels, rather than in the open air as has
been done in the past, under a U.S. Department of Energy proposal. The proposal is contained in
a massive, two-volume study of the environmental and health impacts of the Dual Axis
Radiographic Hydrotest Facility. The recently released study, called an environmental impact
statement, proposes that contained tests be phased in over a 10-year period.
DARHT, a $124 million giant X-ray machine, is capable of peering inside nuclear weapons
components precisely when they are being subjected to non-nuclear explosive tests.
The purpose of such tests is to determine how the components behave under various conditions.
DARHT, as it's known, is part of an array of imaging and testing devices under development at
Los Alamos and elsewhere in the DOE weapons complex. They are intended to replace full-scale
nuclear tests, which have been banned in the United States since 1992.
DARHT was about 30 percent done when construction was halted by a federal judge in
Albuquerque last December. The project was shut down because DOE had failed to perform an
impact statement before beginning construction.
Now that it has done so, federal Judge Edwin Mechem will evaluate the extent to which the study
is valid -- a key determination if Mechem is to allow construction ofDARHT to resume.
The lawsuit that led to the shutdown was filed by two Santa Fe watchdog organizations:
Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety and the Los Alamos Study Group.
Greg Mello of the group said DOE's proposal for contained tests includes' 'vague promises and
doesn't go to the heart of the matter, which is whether DARHT is needed at all."
Mello and other activists say test results from DARHT can be used to help design new nuclear
weapons systems -- something activists believe are unnecessary and probably dangerous in a
post-Cold War world.
Author: kEITH EASTHOUSE
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: B-1
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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. U.S. District Judge, Edwin
Mechem now will evaluate' the
study, a key determination in
whether he allows construction to
resume.
Greg Mello of'the Los Alamos

y ••

siteS;" ·Mello"s3ki ":There are four 'pletion of the partiaIly built DAREr
hydrodynamic test'facu1ties in the facility is the presence of the Me..'TIcomplex and three are either being can spotted owL
built or are being upgraded. We're
,
,.
not sure of the need for DARHT.
IANL biologists in July confirmed
There seems to be a lot of redun- that two spotterl owls, successfully
nested and hatched two fledglings
dancy in the system."
less than h"alf a mile from the test
Study Group said the DOE's proposal for contained tests· includes
Mello and other activists say test
,"vague promises and doesn't go to results from DAREr couId be used . facility's cons!J":tl:ctionsite.
the heart of the matter""':' which is to help desi crn new nuclear weapons
'.... ,
"'~
The environmental impact statesystems, which they believe are ments proposes several meaSures
whether DARHT is needed at all."
"'The document never goes to the . unnecessary.
to minimize harmiul impacts on owl
programmatic relationship of the
A potential ace in the hole for anti- habitat caused by construction of
facility in relationship to other test nuclear groups fighting to stop com- the facility.
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Former weapons designer now believes in abolition of nukes
By STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND
Assistant Managing Editor
Ted Taylor. a fonner nuclear
weapons designer who now
believes nuclear weapons should be
abolished. knows there have "twists
and turns" in his life.
Taylor. who spoke at a Los
Alamos Study Group-sponsored
talk Wednesday night. said he
began his career opposing nuclear
weapolls and finished his career
opposing nuclear weapons. But in
the middle. he was captured by the
excitement of designing the
weapons and the addiction of bigvery big - explosions.
11,e early 1950s really were the
golden age of nuclear weapons.
Taylor said. 111e excitement. the
financial support. the helpfulness of
colleagues. "the wonderful people
who really knew what they were
doing." all combined to make for an
atmosphere that he hasn't Seen
since then. "I don't remember anyone having to write a proposal for
anything," he said.
And the feeling of watching a
nuclear explosion to which he con-

LA

tributed was incomparable.
1fTaylor had key involvement in
the bomb. "It became my bomb.
And when it exploded in this awesome way. it was like a high."
"It's something that is sort of
you extended, going POW! and
releasing energy that is clearly off
the human scale," Taylor said.
It was an immense sense of
power. of "being all important part
of doing things that had global
effects," he said.
In those early years, the lab suggested to the Pentagon what nuclear
weapons work to do, not vice-versa.
And the Pentagon agreed, he said.
111e Pentagon's goal could be
summed up in the equation "Y==;
m=O," meaning tha·t the Pentagon
wanted a bomb with an infinitely
large explosive yield and no mass.
But later on, Taylor'S graduate
school opposition to nuclear weapons
resurfaced. While a graduate student
at the University of Cali fomi a-Berkeley, Taylor had co-authored a paper
that suggested all nuclear scientists
go on strike until nuclear weapons
knowledge faded away.

fv\o~\io(
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But after "flunking out" of
Berkeley while supporting a young
family. Taylor decided to accept a
position at Los Alamos National
Laboratory set up by his Berkeley
mentor. physicist Robert Serber.
and his future LANL boss. Carson
Mark of Theoretical Division.
His work at the lab, including
such tasks as calculating the biggest
and smal1est possible fission
bombs, was clearly intellectually
stimulating. He grew so attached to
the work that, he said, he became
disappointed one night when a calculated blast radius, inscribed as a
circle centered on the Kremlin. didn't include all of Moscow.
But there was a tension in his
life, he said. His mother asked him,
"'Why are you working on those
things. the purpose of which is to
kill as many people as possible?'"
Taylor felt his response was a
rationalization. "We are making
war impossible by having reduced
it to the absurd." he told her. ·n,e
bigger and more numerous the
bOllJbs. the less likely the war.
Later career changes brought

him to the Pentagon.
It was there;hat Taylor changed
his mind. "I bottomed out in the
middle of the bowels of the Pentagon," Taylor said. "I realized I had
this addictive disease." Taylor said.
"'The only treatment is abstinence.
Total abstinence."
Within a few months, he had
uprooted and moved to Vienna,
where he worked with the International Atomic Energy Agency. a
United Nations organization.
111is work brought Taylor to his
current belief: Al1 nuclear weapons
and nuclear power plants should be
abolished.
And those who break agreements involving weapons· of mass
destruction - anything "off the
scale in terms of human killing
capacity" - must be punished.
Breaking such agreements should
be the "most heinous" crime.
Solar· energy should replace
nuclear and fo~sil fuels, he said. He
also called for a massive. open.
international effort to resemch the
usc of solar power to extract hydrogen from water.

At CABRAUMonUor

Ted Taylor, a former nuclear
weapons designer who had a
change of heart, spoke
Wednesday at Fuller Lodge.
The banner behind him, hung

by Ed Grothus, reads, "We are
the new abolitionists." The talk
was sponsored by the Santa
Fe-based Los Alamos Study
Group.
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Activists accuse.LANL of
creatii1g I1ew nllclear bOInb
~

Lab spokes1nan: .
Work is 1nodification
of a CWTent weapon
"i/U/'i;

By NANCY PLEVIN

The New Mexican
A planned modification of the
ll61-7 nuclear bomb, which will
be overseen by. Los Alamos
National Laboratory, creates a
new weapon aiJd violates the
United States' ban on nuclear
weapons development, antinuclear activists said Thursday.
But l1jb spokesman Jim
Danneskiold said the work,
expected to take two years, is
simply a means for the U.S.
Department of Energy to retire
the outdated ll53 bomb and

Continued from Page
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modification, -which received
final authorization I,ast month,
contend it replaces the ll53 with
an Earth-penetrating' warhead,
which will be dubbed the B61-11.
"It would be able to attack
deeply buried and hardened
bunkers, in a way that the 9megaton B53 could not," said
Greg Mello of the Los Alamos
Study Group, a lab watchdog
group. "It's a weapon for
Teheran, not Moscow."
Jay Coghlan, research analyst

for Concerned CitizenS for
Nuclear Safety in Santa Fe, said,
"All the world is engaged ina
process of .drawing down the
global arsemils - and to essentially create a new weapons system sends the wrong message to
the world. This calls into question whether we are honestly
engaging in the arms reduction
process.
"The distinguishing point is
whether or not new military
characteristics are created,"
Coghlan said. "If a system has
new military characteristics, it

replace it with the modified warheads.
."The actual modifications are
mostly minor, are mostly
mechanical, and this modification involves no change to the
nuclear package," Danneskiold
said.
It doesn't appear that any of
the ll61-7 bombs will have to be
moved to make the modifications, Danneskiold said:
The locations of the bombs are
classified but Dannesldold said
some of the testing, including
physics experiments, hydrodynamics tests and non-nuclear
explosions, would take place at
Los Alamos, which designed the
B61. No nuclear tests would be
performed, Dannesldold said.
Opponents of the planned

esse~tially

Please see WEAPONS, Page A-3

~re ~onfron~ed

a new weapoils
"The labs
with
is
systetn.;...
trymg..to mamtalll secunty, safeBut 3Da'lilleskioldsaid there ·.ty ~ arldreliability of vastly
are many: existing .versions pf ~','h~uce.d nu~be'f:s of Vfeapo~s iI,~.
B61s, and. all have "inherent ".. stockplle, Without any testmg,
capability of liniited Earth pene- Danneskiold said. "So there are
tration." He said the modifica- going to be modifications, and an
tion is part of the United States' important modification is getcommitment to maintain its ting rid of this weapon, the B53."
reduced nuclear stockpile.
The B53 is the oldest weapon.
The modification was request- in the stockpile and does not
ed by the Defense and Energy meet modern safety design cridepartments' Nuclear Weapons teria, a lab statement said.
Council and was approved by
"Modifications like this go on
appropriate c.ongressional com- all the time. There will be many
other modifications down the
mlttees, he said.

road," l?annes.kiold said.
.
. SamlIa NatIOnal Laboratones
in Albuquerque also will be
involv.ed in th~ modificilVon.
. '
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SANDIA REDESIGNS N-BOMB
John Fleck Journal Staff Writer

OFFICIALS SAY NEW WEAPON IS NEEDED
Sandia National Laboratories engineers are redesigning a U.S. nuclear bomb to turn it into the newest weapon
in the nation's nuclear arsenal.
Department of Energy officials say the redesigned bomb is needed to replace an older weapon that doesn't
meet modern safety standards.
But a shroud of secrecy surrounding key technical details of the weapon's modifications has led at least one
arms-control activist to contend that the United States wants to field an entirely new type of nuclear weapon,
contradicting an international trend away from such weapons.
They say the modifications will make the weapon an "earth penetrator," a type of bomb designed to slam into
the ground, using its momentum to drive it beneath the surface before it explodes, giving it the capability to
destroy buried targets, such as Russian military command centers.
U.S. weapons designers worked on the development of earth-penetrating warheads in the early 1990s, but the
plans were abandoned when the United States in 1992 halted all new nuclear weapon development.
At a time when the United States is pursuing an international nuclear weapons test ban and other measures to
reverse the arms race, the project raises questions about the U.S. government's sincerity, said Greg Mello, one
of the leaders of the Los Alamos Study Gr9.up, a Santa Fe peace group.
"It completely undercuts the purpose of the test ban," said Mello, whose group discovered the project this week
and has been instrumental in drawing attention to it.
Energy Department and laboratory officials say the project isn't a "new weapon," as Mello alleges. But they
won't say whether the modifications they are making to the bomb will improve its ability to penetrate the earth
before blowing up.
And that is the key, Mello argues, to deciding whether it is an entirely new type of weapon.
The project arises out of problems with the B53, a plane-dropped nuclear bomb now in the U.S. arsenal that
reportedly is assigned the job of destroying deeply buried Russian command centers.
The problem, DOE and laboratory officials say, is that the B53, designed in the early 1960s, isn't equipped with
modern safety features designed to prevent accidental detonations.
Another bomb in the arsenal, the B61, does have such safety features, so the Energy Department plans to
modify a number of B61 s to replace the aging B53, according to a footnote in a newly released Energy
Department report on the U.S. nuclear stockpile.
The B61, originally designed by Los Alamos and Sandia national laboratories in the mid-1960s, has been a
mainstay of the U.S. nuclear arsenal, with a number of redesigns during the years updating its capabilities.
The B53 accomplished its mission of blowing up underground bunkers by brute force -- a blast the equivalent
of 9 million tons of TNT, according to "U.S. Nuclear Weapons, the Secret History," by independent nuclear
weapons researcher Chuck Hansen.
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The 861 that will be modified to replace it packs 1/30th the blast, according to the Natural Resources Defense
Council's Nuclear Notebook project.
Despite its smaller blast, it will be expected to carry out the same mission the older 853 did, according to the
Energy Department.
In an interview on Santa Fe radio station KSFR in July, Don Wolkerstorfer, Los Alamos National Laboratory
nuclear weapons scientist, said officials were looking at deploying an existing weapon in an earth-penetrating
configuration to replace the 853.
Mello and others are using Wolkerstorfer's comments as evidence that the 861 will be turned into an
earth-penetrator, the only way, with its smaller yield, that it could destroy the deeply buried bunkers for which the
853 was intended, they believe.
Wolkerstorfer, in a telephone interview Thursday afternoon, wouldn't comment on plans to replace the 853,
except to point out that his comments made on the radio referred only to studies of possible replacements for the
bomb, not to actions being taken.
Los Alamos National Laboratory spokesman Jim Danneskiold said the 861 "has always been inherently
capable of limited earth penetration."
Whether the modifications now being done to the bomb will increase that capability is something neither
Danneskiold nor officials at Sandia and the Department of Energy would comment on.
The numbers of weapons in the U.S. stockpile are classified, but the Natural Resources Defense Council's
Nuclear Notebook says 50 853s are in the U.S. arsenal now.
PHOTO: COURTESY DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
PHOTO: Color
80M8 8EING REDESIGNED: Many of the 6,000 parts contained in a 861 bomb are shown in this 1992 photo.
Sandia National Laboratories scientists are said to be working on modifying the 861 to destroy underground
targets in Russia.
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The Department of Energy is trying to deny two Santa Fe citizens groups access to classified
information about environmental and health impacts of a nuclear weapons test facility at Los
Alamos National Laboratory. In August, U.S. District Judge Edwin Mechem gave the DOE
permission to file a supplement to an environmental impact statement on the $124 million Dual
Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility. The supplement contains classified information -- meaning
the government believes the contents could compromise national security if made public.
When lawyers for the Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety
requested permission to have their own expert, with a security clearance, review the supplement,
the DOE cried foul.
"Public participation must be limited to the extent required to protect classified information,"
Depaliment of Justice lawyers representing DOE said in a legal brief.
Lawyers with the Western Environmental Law Center, a Taos legal firm representing the citizens
groups, said they understand the need to protect sensitive information related to DARHT -- a
giant X-ray machine capable of peering inside nuclear weapons parts precisely when they are
being subjected to non-nuclear explosive tests.
Consequently, they said they are not seeking disclosure of the information to themselves or their
clients, only to their security-cleared expert.
"Plaintiffs clearly and consistently have stated that they seek release of the classified supplement
only to a person with security clearance, not disclosure to themselves or the public," wrote Eric
Ames, one of the attorneys, in a brief.
Ames said that ifthe citizens groups are not allowed to have their own expert, their ability to
challenge the adequacy of the impact statement -- a detailed study of the potential environmental
and health effects of the project -- will be hampered.
Additionally, Ames wrote that the expert representing the citizen groups could evaluate whether
any of the information that the DOE has deemed off-limits to the public has been misclassified.
The citizen groups suspect some of the data might have to do with health risks from plutonium
exposure. Some of the tests at DARHT will involve explosions of small amounts of plutonium in
a contained vessel.
Mechem has not decided whether to grant CCNS and the study group the right to have an expert
review the classified material.
DARHT was about 30 percent built when Mechem ordered a halt to the project last December
because the DOE had failed to prepare an impact statement before it began construction.

The judge's order, the result of a lawsuit filed by CCNS and the study group, sent shock waves
through the DOE because DARHT is the flagship of an array of nuclear weapons testing devices
designed as alternatives to full-scale underground nuclear tests.
Those tests have been banned in the United States since 1992.
The groups suspect some data might concern health risks from plutonium exposure.
Author: Keith Easthouse
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: B-1
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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Date--09/30/1995 Edition--Journal North Page-- 4
LETTERS

BEHEADING PHOTO DOES NOT APPEAR AT MUSEUM
CONCERNING THE recent Journal North article, "Sharing of display disputed," by
Patrick Armijo, I quote: "Before Monday, the (Los Alamos) Study Group had been the
only organization to display on the wall, and it had content control -- a situation the group
believed it would enjoy forever. But Monday, some pictures of the atomic bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were replaced with photographs that included the beheading of
an American flier by a Japanese soldier."
The description of wall space in the article is that of the display at the Bradbury
Science Museum of the Los Alamos Education Group (LAEG). There never has been a
picture of a Japanese soldier beheading an American flier in the LAEG display.
Why did the reporter state that the picture was in the LAEG display when it was not?
Robb Minor
Los Alamos
Editor's note: The incorrect information about the photograph was provided to the
reporter by the group.
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The Department of Energy is asking Albuquerque federal Judge Edwin Mechem to lift a 9-month-old order
banning Los Alamos National Laboratory from completing construction of a controversial nuclear weapons
test facility. In legal papers filed earlier this week, the DOE says because it has completed an
environmental study on the $124 million Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility, a lawsuit against the
facility filed by two Santa Fe citizens' groups is "moot."
"It is appropriate to dissolve the injunction and allow the completion of the DARHT facility," the DOE
said in one of the documents.

Jay Coghlan of Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety called the impact statement "grossly deficient."
He said that the portion of the study that is accessible to the public doesn't discuss DARHT's potential role
as a facility involved in remanufacturing weapons components.
He said that the public portion of the study also does not discuss the potential health and environmental
risks associated with tests at DARHT involving plutonium, a hazardous radioactive metal.
Coghlan noted that Mechem's court has not yet appointed experts with security clearances to review a
supplement to the study that has been classified for national security reasons. Mechem has also not yet
ruled on whether CCNS and the Los Alamos Study Group can have their own experts with security
clearances review the classified portion of the study.
"This is premature," Coghlan said, referring to DOE's dismissal request.
DOE has requested a hearing before Mechem next month on its request. Whether Mechem will grant the
hearing and how he will rule on the agency's dismissal motion is unclear.
Coghlan said construction ofDARHT should at least be delayed until the DOE has completed a study of
the environmental and health impacts of its entire "stockpile stewardship and management" program.
The study, which was begun in 1990 and has proceeded in fits and starts, is expected to be finished
sometime next year.
The stewardship program, which includes DARHT, involves an array of non-nuclear testing and imaging
devices intended to evaluate the condition of weapons components in the existing nuclear arsenal. The
program is designed to take the place of underground nuclear tests, which have been banned in the U.S.
since 1992.
DARHT, the flagship of the program, is a giant X-ray machine capable of peering inside nuclear weapons
parts precisely when they are being subjected to non-nuclear explosive tests.
Author: Keith Easthouse
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: Bl
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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FEDS PUSH FOR LANL NUKE LAB
Patrick Armijo Journal Northern Bureau

DOE WANTS TO RESUME WORK ON ARMS TEST SITE
SANTA FE -- The U.S. Department of Energy is moving full speed ahead to finish a $187 million facility at Los
Alamos National Laboratory to test components of nuclear weapons under the stress of non-nuclear explosions.
Earlier this week, the DOE issued its official recommendation to build the most expensive option of eight
alternatives considered in a court-ordered environmental impact statement of the Dual Axis Radiographic
Hydrodynamic Test facility, or DARHT.
Construction of DARHT was halted in January by U.S. District Court Judge E.L. Mechem.
The halt came after the Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, two Santa
Fe-based anti-nuclear groups, successfully argued that an environmental study should have been completed
before work began on the project.
In conjunction with the DOE decision on design, the U.S. Department of Justice asked Mechem to dissolve his
injunction blocking further work on the facility.
Under the DOE-chosen "phased containment option," the test facility would be built over 10 years.
Justice Department attorneys also asked for a Nov. 9 hearing to dissolve the injunction based on the final
environmental analysis, completed in August, and the official recommendation of the DOE, which was announced
Tuesday.
In September 1992, President Bush declared a moratorium on all nuclear testing by the United States.
President Clinton extended the moratorium.
Later Clinton said the United States would seek a "zero yield" Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty with Russia
and other countries and added that American acceptance of a "zero-yield" treaty depends on having non-nuclear
testing facilities like the one partially built at Los Alamos.
According to Tuesday's Record of Decision published in the Federal Register, "As soon as possible, the DOE
will resume construction of the firing site facility, complete both of the two accelerator halls (dual axes), and will
resume procurement, testing and installation of equipment required for operating the DARHT firing site facility
with the first X-ray machine."
Jay Coghlan, a research analyst with Concerned Citizens, said the environmental impact statement, which the
Justice Department relies on to dissolve the injunction, "is fatally flawed."
He said an assessment of all related testing of nuclear weapons in hydrodynamic facilities across the country
is needed before construction can resume at the dual-axis facility at Los Alamos.
In addition, he said, "The environmental, the health impacts and the accident scenarios related to plutonium
experimentation are hidden in the classified supplement."
The DOE's classified supplement on the project has become a matter of dispute between DOE and the two
groups in court.
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The DOE has introduced the document for review by the judge and his staff but has asked that the judge block
access to the document to others.
The two Santa Fe anti-nuclear groups have asked Mechem to allow their own security-cleared experts to
examine the classified supplement.
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DOE PUSHES WEAPONS FACILITY
Patrick Armijo JOURNAL STAFF WRITER

American acceptance of nuclear test ban treaty is contingent on a facility like the one recommended for Los
Alamos.
The U.S. Department of Energy is moving full speed ahead to finish a $187-million facility at Los Alamos
National Laboratory to test components of nuclear weapons under the stress of non-nuclear explosions.
Earlier this week, the DOE issued its official recommendation to build the most expensive option of eight
alternatives considered in a court-ordered environmental impact statement of the Dual Axis Radiographic
Hydrodynamic Test facility or DARHT.
Construction of DARHT was halted in January by U.S. District Court Judge E.L. Mechem.
The halt came after Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, two Santa Fe-based
anti-nuclear groups, successfully argued that an environmental study should have been completed before work
began on the project.
In conjunction with the DOE decision on design, the U.S. Department of Justice asked Mechem to dissolve his
injunction blocking further work on the facility.
Under the DOE-chosen "phased containment option," the test facility would be built over 10 years.
Justice Department attorneys also asked for a Nov. 9 hearing to dissolve the injunction based on the final
environmental analysis, completed in August, and the official recommendation of the DOE, which was announced
Tuesday.
In September 1992, President Bush declared a moratorium on all nuclear testing by the United States.
President Clinton extended the moratorium.
Later, Clinton said the United States would seek a "zero yield" Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty with Russia
and other countries, and added that American acceptance of a "zero-yield" treaty depends on having non-nuclear
testing facilities like the one partially built at Los Alamos.
According to Tuesday's Record of Decision published in the Federal Register, "As soon as possible, the DOE
will resume construction of the firing site facility, complete both of the two accelerator halls (dual axes), and will
resume procurement, testing and installation of equipment required for operating the DARHT firing site facility
with the first X-ray machine."
Jay Coghlan, a research analyst with Concerned Citizens, said, "The environmental impact statement," which
the Justice Department relies on to dissolve the injunction, "is fatally flawed."
He said an assessment of all related testing of nuclear weapons in hydrodynamic facilities across the country
is needed before construction can resume at the dual-axis facility at Los Alamos.
In addition, he said, "The environmental, the health impacts and the accident scenarios related to plutonium
experimentation are hidden in the classified supplement."
The DOE's classified supplement on the project has become a matter of dispute between DOE and the two
groups in court.
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The DOE has introduced the document for review by the judge and his staff but has asked the judge to block
access to the document.
The two Santa Fe anti-nuclear groups have asked Mechem to allow their own security-cleared experts to
examine the classified supplement.
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BRIEFS

ANTI-NUCLEAR GROUPS SEEK HEARING DELAY
Two anti-nuclear groups have asked a federal judge to delay a request for a quick
hearing on a proposed nuclear weapons testing facility at Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
The Department of Energy filed the request earlier this month, seeking to proceed with
construction of the $1 87-million Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test facility or
DARHT.
The DOE asked U.S. District Judge E.L. Mechem to dissolve an injunction he issued in
January halting construction ofDARHT until the lab completes an environmental study.
The Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety said in their
court filing, made Friday, that the DOE based its recommendation on a classified
supplement to an environmental impact statement prepared on DARHT.
Concerned Citizens said in a news release that no one from the two groups or from the
court have received the necessary security clearances to review the classified section of
the report.
The anti-nuclear groups contend that the "DOE's intent is to limit (their) ability to
respond fully to the motion to dissolve the injunction," according to the statement made
Monday by Concerned Citizens.
DARHT is a giant X-ray machine that would enable scientists to test nuclear weapons
with non-nuclear explosions. It would be able to peer inside weapons components when
they are exploded to test their performance under various conditions.

JUDGE: DOCUMENT OFF-LIMITS TO NUCLEAR FOES
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A federal judge says two Santa Fe anti-nuclear groups have no right to see a secret document that's part of a
court battle over a $187 million nuclear weapons test facility under way at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
In addition, U.S. District Court Judge E.L. Mechem said in a ruling received by lawyers Wednesday that he will
grant a request by the U.S. Department of Energy to expedite hearings to examine removing an injunction that
blocks work on the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test Facility, or DARHT.
"We're pleased," said Brian Ferrell, the U.S. Department of Justice attorney handling the case for the
government. "This allows the case to move forward, and it shows the information provided in the publicly
available final EIS (environmental impact statement) is adequate for the plaintiffs (the two anti-nuclear groups) to
make their case."
Jay Coghlan of Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety, one of the Santa Fe groups seeking to stop
construction, said examining the classified document would have helped assess health impacts of the plutonium
testing to be done at DARHT.
"We're not seeking to disclose classified information, but we feel the experimentation that leads to health
impacts could be better defined so there is a more solid basis for analysis," Coghlan said.
Concerned Citizens and Los Alamos Study Group won the injunction in January 1994 halting construction until
the judge approved an environmental study of the facility.
That study was completed in August, and now the two groups and the DOE are arguing the merits of the study
before Mechem.
Greg Mello of the Study Group said, "We noticed that the judge does not believe the classified information the
DOE submitted to the court is that important, and we concur that the DOE's unclassified record alone is adequate
to condemn the haste with which this project is being put forward."
DARHT is designed to photograph nuclear-weapons components under the stress of non-nuclear explosions.
The DOE said it is needed to ensure the safety and reliability of the country's aging nuclear warheads.
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'Die-in' planned to protest testing
Santa Feans will hold a "Die-In" demonstration on the Plaza at noon today to protest
France's latest nuclear weapon test at Mururoa Atoll in French Polynesia last Friday.
Environmental groups worldwide have condemned France's nuclear testing.
"People will demonstrate their outrage over renewed testing by wearing black clothing,
skeleton masks and 'dying' on the Plaza,' " according to a news release issued Sunday by
the Los Alamos Study Group.
Locals have also sent letters to French President Jacques Chirac and are boycotting
French products in local stores, according to the news release.
Study Group member Peggy Prince said France's nuclear testing violates a 1992
moratorium agreement with the United States and might be aimed at developing new
weapons.
Author: Staff and wire reports
Section: MAIN
Page: A-4
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican
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iANLto conduct 'subcritical' nudean,~t~sts,
-'C'._:<>(~~~-i:~ ,~t.:

By KEITH EASTHOUSE
The New Mexican '

In the Cold War era, experimental
nuclear weapons designed by Los Alamos National Laboratory were regularly
detonated under the Nevada desert.,
Now that full-scale tests are banned,
the lab has taken the lead in designing
what amounts to a partial replacement
for those tests: "sub critical experi·
ments," in which a nuclear material plutonium - is subjected to the impact
of a non-nuclear explosion.
'
,
The experiments are "sub critical" ,
because while pltitonium would be
deformed, it would not be compressed

to the point that it would go "critical"
'and ignite a sustained nuclear reaction.
The first such experiment, ,called
"Rebound," will, take, place, 980'. feet
under the desert on June 18. Designed
by Los Alamos scientists,itwill be the .
first sub critical test at the Nevada Test
Site in support of the Department, of
Energy's "stockpile stewardship", program, an effort to ensure that the country's aging nuclear arsenal remains
safe and reliable.
A second test, designed by Los Alamos' sister laboratory in Livermore,
Calif., is scheduled for next September.
, Four more subcritical tests are
planned for 1997. '1\vo of those will be
conducted by Los Alamos.

.;;:c.<

-.

'The tests, announced late last week cal tests from tests that have small eXperiments>'·,;: '.':' '. ' .
by the Department of Energy, have nuclear yields that .would presumably
The' DOE. plans· to have' '\Veapons
already generated controversy.
be banned under a test ban..
'
experts review the desigiiofthe experi:
Don McCoy, program manager for
"It's an unwise precedent because it ments .ahead of time to' ensure ',they
weapons physics and evaluation at Los will look like a small'yield from space," don't, produce any nuclear: 'yields;
'Alamos, defended the experiments Von Hippel said.
',
according to DOE statement.
"_
,Monday, saying they are supported by
, If the DOE goes ahead with the plan,
McCoy said the Rebound test calls for
President Clinton, who also supports a the Unites States "won't have a basis to detonating' 60' to 10'0' pounds of high
,comprehensive test ban.
complain" if other countries start doing explosives next to an undisclosed
' But Frank Von Hippel, a former 'their own sub critical tests under- amount of plutonium. The purpose is t()
nuclear arms control expert with the ground, Von Hippel warned..
learn more about'the dynamic properVon Hippel said one solution might be ties of aging nuclear materials, he said.
Clinton administration, said the tests
could undermine confidence in the test- to' conduct sub critical tests above
Such knowledge is considered imp orban treaty that is being negotiated by ground, such as at Los Alamos' PHER- tant because the United States plans to
the United States, Russia and other MEX or DARHT nuclear weapons test- rely on its existing nuclear arsenal for
nuclear states.
ing facilities.
' t h e foreseeable future., In the past,
Von Hippel said other countries might
Lab spokesman Jim Danneskiold said older weapons, were retired as new
have difficulty distinguishing subcriti- neither facility is set up for subcritical nuclear weapons systems came on line.
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since 1992.
In October, the Department of
Energy asked senior U.S. District
Judge E.1. Mechem to lift his January injunction halting construction
of DARHT. Mechem had ordered
the agency to stop construction
until it completed an environmental
impact statement The agency completed the impact statement ,last
month.
In their filing, the anti-nuclear
groups contend that the impact
statement falls short of federal
requirements because it does not
consider other programs to which
DARHT is "inextricably linked,"
including the Stockpile Stewardship
"

and Management Program.
The filing included a statement
from Frank von Hippel, a physicist
who formerly worked for the White
House on science and technology
issues, who took issue with portions
of a classified appendix to the environmental statement The appendix
includes calculations of the potential consequences of hypothetical
accidents involving plutonium
releases from DARI:lT.
Von Hippel said the U.S. Department of Energy classified far more
.information than required and did
not subject the calculations to independent review. He said the agency
could have discussed publicly some
of its assumptions about the potential release of plutonium without
identifying the amount of plutonium

used in the actual device.
'There is no justification for classifying the other details of the calculations. Not making them accessible to independent review makes a
joke out of the (environmental
impact statement) process," von
Hippel said.
A third expert, Arjun Makhijani of
the Institute for Energy and Environmental Research, said the
impact statement does not discuss
the potential for .land and water contamination that could result from an
accident at DARHT that releases
quantities of plutonium.
The agency said such catastrophaccide'nts are "unlikely or
extremely unlikely" and cited
unidentified DOE safety studies as

ic

support. Makhijani said.'
, 'The fall~re to further identifY' or
'disclose these references makes it
impossible to verify the (impact
statement's) statement that these
events are 'unlikely or extremely
unlikely,' .. Makhijani sald. "In-consequence, it is not possible '.. : to
assess the risk of harm' and its likelihood of occurrence."
The DOE redesigned DARHT so
that tests would be done inside steel
containment vessels instead of ,the
open air as originally proposed .. ,
In earlier comments, the government's lead lawyer in the case said
that the environmental impact statement reviewed "in excruciating
detail" all potential health risks of
DARHT in the unclassified portion.

i.

EX-LANL BIGWIG KNOCKS N-TEST PROJECT

http://epaper.abqjoumal.com/Repository/getFiles.asp?Style=OliveX ...

Publication: Jnl Legacy 1995 to July 2005; Date: Nov 3, 1995; Section: Final; Page: 25

Oate--11/03/1995 Edition--Final Page--C3
EX-LANL BIGWIG KNOCKS N-TEST PROJECT
Doug McClellan Journal Northern Bureau

EXPERTS SIDE WITH ANTI-NUKE GROUPS
SANTA FE -- A former nuclear weapons designer supported claims by anti-nuclear groups seeking to delay
construction of a $187 million nuclear weapons test project at Los Alamos National Laboratory.
In a court filing Thursday, J. Carson Mark, retired head of the lab's Theoretical Division, said the project would
be of "little use" in assuring the safety and reliability of nuclear weapons -- a key justification for the project.
Nor would a one-year delay in construction harm the safety and reliability of the U.S. nuclear weapons
~tnr.k!1ilp,

l\!1:::1rk ~:::Iirl ThA ThAnrAtir.;:!1 f)ivi~ion whir.h 1\!18rk headed from Hl47 to 1 q7~ rfp~iC!nprf thp fir~t ~tnmi~

bomb and subsequent nuclear weapons.
Mark's statement and those of two other experts were filed in U.S. District Court by the Los Alamos Study
Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety.
The anti-nuclear groups are seeking to delay construction of the Dual Axis Radiographic Hydrodynamic Test
facility, or DARHT, designed to test nuclear weapons components in simulated nuclear explosions.
DARHT is a giant X-ray machine capable of peering inside components during mock nuclear explosions. The
tests would allow scientists to see how the components behave when subjected to these intense explosions,
without conducting nuclear tests. The United States has had a moratorium on nuclear testing since 1992.
In October, the Department of Energy asked senior U.S. District Judge E.L. Mechem to lift his January
injunction halting construction of DARHT. Mechem had ordered the agency to stop construction until it completed
an environmental impact statement. The agency completed the impact statement last month.
The anti-nuclear groups' filing included a statement from Arjun Makhijani of the Institute for Energy and
Environmental Research. Makhijani said the impact statement does not discuss the potential for land and water
contamination that could result from an accident at DARHT that releases quantities of plutonium.
The DOE redesigned DARHT so tests would be done inside steel containment vessels instead of open air as
nri,.,in",lh,
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In earlier comments, the government's lead lawyer in the case said that the environmental impact statement
reviewed "in excruciating detail" all potential health risks of DARHT in the unclassified portion.
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From PAGE 1
since 1992.
In October, the Dc'ljarl;I1~I;t of
'Energy asked senior U.S. Dh,trict
Judge E.L. lVlechem to lift his Jarl1lary injunction hailing constntc!ion
of DAHI1T Mechem had orclGre(1
the agency to stop construction
until it completed an environmental
impact statement. The agency completed the impacl statell\ent .last
lJlonth.
11\ their Jiling, lhe anti·nuclear
gnHI(lS contend that the iIllpact
statelllCIl{ f;dls short of federal
reqllircII\cnts because il does not
cOllsider 01 her prograllls to which
DAIUIT is "illextricably lin Iced,"
including the Stockpile Stewardship
";""~;

and tV!anagemenl Program.
OllIe filing included a statement
. frolll Frank von Hippel, a pllysicist
\vll0 formerly worked for lhe White
lIouse on science and lechnology
issues, who took issue with portions
. of a classified appendix to the environmental statement. The appendix
includes calcu la!ions of the poten'
tial consequences of hypothetical
accidents .involving plutoliium
releases from fMI<.llT..
Von Hippel said tile U.S. Department of Energy classifieci far more
.information than required and did
not subject the calculations to independent review. lle sai(1 the agency
could have discussed puhlicly some
of its assumptions auout tlie potential release of plulonillDl without·
identifying the amount of plutoniuill

.
. support, Makhijani said.'
used i'n the actual device.
wIllere is no justificalion fllr clas- '.' Wille faih;re to J~trthe;' identify' (ir
sifying the other details of the cal- 'disclose th'ese references makes it
culations. Not making them accessi- impossible lo 'verify the (impact
ble to indepe'ntlent review makes a statement's) statement that lhese
joke out of the (environmental events are 'unlikely or extremely
impact statement) process," von unlikely: .. Makhijani said. ''In''conIIippel said.
sequence, it is not possihle~.. '- to
A third expert, Aljun Makbijani of assess the risk of harm'and its likethe Inslitutefor Energy and Envi- lihood of occurrence."
ronmental Hese,irch, said the
'Ille DOE redesigned DArmT so
impact statement docs' not discuss that tests would be doile inside steel
lhe potential for land and water con- containment vesselS instead of .the
t8minaliiln that could result from an open air as originally proposed ..
accident at DAHIIT that releases
In earlier comments, the governquantities of plutonium.
mel\t's lead lawyer in the case said
The agency said such c<Ilast.roph- that the environmental impact siateic acci<1e"nts are "unlikely or Illent reviewed "in excruciating
extremely unlikely" and cited delail". all potelltial health risks of
unidenlified DOE safety studies as DAEIIT ill tlie unclassified portioIl.

i
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Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: SANTA FE / REGION
Author: Keith Easthouse
Date: November 3, 1995
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: Bl
The Department of Energy has failed to evaluate adequately environmental impacts of a $124 million
nuclear weapons test facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory, including the possibility an accident
might release dangerous amounts of plutonium into the environment, independent nuclear experts and
two Santa Fe citizen groups said Thursday. In papers filed with U.S. District Court in Albuquerque,
the Los Alamos Study Group and Concerned Citizens for Nuclear Safety argue that DOE's bid for
permission to resume construction of the Dual-Axis Radiographic Hydrotest Facility is premature.
In a 21-page legal brief, the groups say construction at DARHT should remain suspended at least until
the DOE has completed a study of the possible environmental and health impacts of all existing and
planned facilities in the DOE "stockpile stewardship" program, an effort to ensure that the country's
nuclear arsenal remains accident-proof and performance-ready.
Such a study is scheduled to be completed next year.
DARHT, a giant X-ray machine capable of peering inside nuclear weapons components at the moment
they are subjected to non-nuclear explosions, is the flagship of the stewardship program.
Construction at DARHT was 30 percent complete when it was halted in January by federal Judge
Edwin Mechem, who ordered DOE to do an environmental impact statement on the facility.
That study was completed in September. Last month DOE asked Mechem to lift the construction ban.
The judge has yet to make a decision.
The two citizens' groups, represented by the Western Environmental Law Center, a Taos firm, filed a
host of supporting documents with the court Friday:
--A five-page statement by Maryland nuclear expert Arjun Makhijani castigating DOE for
downplaying possible effects of an accident at DARHT in which plutonium would be released into the
environment.
Makhijani said radiation exposures from such an accident could be high enough to require the
evacuation of nearby communities.
--A two-page statement by J. Carson Mark, head of Los Alamos' Theoretical Division from 1947 to
1973.
Mark said delaying DARHT for a year or less until a broader environmental impact study is done
"would not be important to the safety and reliability of the U.S. nuclear weapons stockpile."
Mark, in contrast to claims by DOE officials, said DARHT experiments would provide data "useful in
the design of nuclear weapons, but oflittle use in assuring the safety and reliability of weapons."
Author: Keith Easthouse
Section: SANTA FE / REGION
Page: Bl
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican

Paper: Santa Fe New Mexican, The (NM)
Title: MAIN
Author: Kathleen Parker
Date: November 7, 1995
Section: MAIN
Page: A-I
LOS ALAMOS -- After a hearing that lasted only minutes, the Los Alamos County Council gave
unanimous approval Monday night to a plaque honoring Manhattan Project workers.
The decision stood in stark contrast to an earlier controversy during which the council debated -- for three
years -- the fate of a statue that children from 50 states and 53 countries wanted to erect here to
commemorate peace.
That request was denied finally in February -- amid an international flurry of pUblicity -- because the
council feared the peace memorial would focus undue criticism on Los Alamos and because of vocal and
emotional opposition from the community.
The children's statue was dedicated in August at the Albuquerque Museum, its new home.
Council Member Jim Greenwood, an outspoken critic of the earlier peace statue proposal, said Monday of
the plaque, "This is the kind of memorial I would like to see in our community, not a peace statue brought
to us by children under the influence of well-meaning but misguided adults."
Greenwood did not vote on the plaque proposal because he is out of town and phoned his comments to the
council.
The Manhattan Project plaque, to be placed at Ashley Pond -- within a stone's throw of where the first
atomic bomb was developed -- will read that it is to honor the people of Los Alamos and surrounding
communities who worked on the Manhattan Project and later "helped develop the nuclear forces that
deterred global conflict for the past 50 years."
The plaque, to be dedicated Dec. 7, was proposed by the Los Alamos Education Group, formed last spring
to force changes in a display at the Los Alamos National Laboratory-owned Bradbury Science Museum.
The display was sponsored by the Los Alamos Study Group, a Santa Fe peace group.
The Education Group, made up of 80 to 90 veterans and retired LANL workers, last summer successfully
pressured the museum into turning half the Study Group space over to the Education Group. They erected a
display to balance what they saw as a distortion by the Study Group of the history of World War II and why
the atomic bombs were dropped.
Four members of the Education Group, including former state Sen. Steve Stoddard, spoke to the council
Monday night in support of the plaque proposal. But the council needed little persuasion.
Council agenda documentation stated the plaque was spurred by "the controversy over the so-called peace
statue initiative of 1994 and 1995 (that) highlighted the misunderstanding of the role of Los Alamos in
ending World War II and in preventing a worldwide conflagration."
That documentation, submitted by Council Chairman Lawry Mann, said, "We strongly endorse a
monument that makes it clear that what is being commemorated is the contribution of this community
toward world peace."
Author: Kathleen Parker
Section: MAIN
Page: A-I
Copyright (c) 1995 The Santa Fe New Mexican

Are the progeny ofLos Alamos legal?
The World Court is going to rule.
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uclear

On

"'Nhenthe
elephants

fight, i1 is
the grass
tflat suffef.s.!
SWAHIU PROVERB

TIlE HAGUE, Netherlands -Asrnall man.

dressed in black with a silver chain across
his chest srands properiy beside a closed
paneled door . .Ira cour.'" he announces.
The door opens. we rise. and 13 men and
one woman. robed in black. me into the
great hall and line up behind a long table.
facingus. Lacouris the International Court
oijusace. Its 14 judges are about to consider. forthe very nrsttirne. the fundamental
question: are nuciearweaponsillegaJ?
The question has been brought to the
court by the World Health Organization
and United Nations General Assembly in
two parts:
Would the use of nuc1ear weaoons in
'.varviolate inremationallawin vi~oftheir
health and enyjronmental elTects?
And is the useorthrea( ot'use of nuclear
weapons in any circumstances permitted
under intemationallaw?
The coure will consider both oares (O~
gerner. Tne judgment. though nOl'binding,
could posit to the wodd a profound moral
imperauve.
Nuc1earnations contend tb,at the court
should no( even consider the illegality of
nudearweapons. bec::mse the question is.
these countries argue. "absU'::lct. political
andhypotheticaJ." Are<:ordnurnberofgovemments-43 in all-have made written
submissions. The World Health Organization and 21 states are slated to give ora! tes~
timony.
It is eariv November as we arrive in The
Hague. just as the hearings are about start.
Ourworkwith the LosAJamosSrudyGcoup
conneas us with the World Coun Project.
an international coalition that worked for

years to bring the question of nuclear
weapons beiore the court. Begun in 1986
in New Zealand. thIs workhas been sao ncsoredsince 1993 by the International P-"'ce
Bureau. International PhYSicians for the
Prevention of Nuc!ear 'NaI - boch Nobel
laureate organizarians--and the international Association of Lawyers Against Nuc1earArms.
.
The project 0 ffiee. acrossa narrow street
from the great Peace Palace that houses the
count is a buzzing hive oftawyers and activists from every part of the world. The
lawyers draft model brieis and responses.
worJdngwith anti-nuclear countries delegations. The daily routine inc1udes at·
tending hearings at the court. preparing
press releases (with lunch) and a longetreoort e·mailed to the abolition network.
(about 300 anti-nuclear groups worldwide}.Almost everyone speaks at 1east some
English. but the iax machine teUs you it's
keizen. and the computer suddeniy asks
you. op re vragen dokument?
he Peace Palace in which the World·
Court sits was built with Sl.S million
(we wonder what astronomical sum
that would be toda]'!) donated in 1903 by
Scortish-Ametic:m ohilanthrooistAndrew
Carnegie. Carnegie 'also gave ,,',unicipal Iibranes to hundreds ofsmall Americ:m cities
like Las V~as and Roswell in New Mexico.
I[is an imposing Victorian iairytale palace.
with marble tloors. paneled walls'. stained
g!ass 'Nindows. starue:1 and paintings of
PetU•• Truth and Justice (all women); the
chandeliers in the great hall of justice are
about 20 feetiong.
Judges are elecred by the UN General
Assembly and the Se<:Uriry Council forre-

T

\-i~~b·l;,·renns of~~:;:i:m: ~y custom.

T

he atmosphere in the Great Hall is
electric as the president orthe court
·inrroduces Claude ¥ignes. the legal.
. counsel from the World Health Organization. ¥ignes recalls the disastrous nuclear
explosion at the Soviet waste site at
Kyshrym. the fires at Rocky Flats =d and
the partial meltdown at Chemobyl. the
American bombingoiJapan. and nearly 50
years oi nuclear testing. all as sources of the
serious health consequenceo oithe-nuclear
age. He talks about environmental reper_ cussions - effectS on forests. food crops
and cattle. and the marine e<:osystem.
WHO is followed by Australia. which first
atgUe3, in effect•• don't rule unless you can
rule that nuclear weapons are illegal in all
circumstances." ForeIgn MInister Gareth
Evans. in gown and wig. speaks with paso.

sion.
Continued on Page 16
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MEMBERS Of THE

judges from the five permanent members .'. COURT: Jusrices
olthe Secu.rttyCouncil make up one· third·
oitheWorid
ofthe court.Thesecounnies- Britain. ChiCourt hear
testimony ubout
na. France. Russia and the U.S. - happen
nudear
also to be the fivedec:ared nuclear-weaoon
states. making the court vulnerable w' ac:
weapons.
They are under
cusations olbias.
The cOUrt is empowered to issue tWO
oath to act
Idndsolrulings: bindingopinionsthatsetimpanially.
and not in the
tle disputes benveen countries. and advi.
political intereSt
sor;opinions. which maybe requested by
the UN GeneralAssembly. SecuriryCounoftheirowTl
ciI or any of the UN's administrative branchcountnes.
9tCJTOay.v.oot~
es such as the World Health Organization.
advisory opinions are not binding. but they
carry the moral force orinterna[ionallaw.
The court has given 46 advisory opinions
in its history• .md has never reillsed a request for one.
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our everyday (hinking. the shadow of the
musnroom doud rematns In ail our minds...
{{has cerv;lded our mou~ts aaout the ru-
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~Nude3r weaoons

ru(!~.

are bv their naui re

ilIe'gal under cus(~mary inte~ationaJ law.
by VIrtue of funaamental general princj.
oles ofhumClntcy." ~e savs. -!t is therefore
[Il~a! no( only to use or thre:uen use oinu·
c!earweo.pons. but to acqul!e. develop. ,est.

or possess them ..• '
~e eXlStenCe of nudearweaoons as a
dass oiweapons threacens tnewh~le ofciv.
Uiuoon. This IS noe me case with resoect
{Q any dass or classes o{ convenu~naj
weapons ... "i'ne mreac of gJobal annihjja~
(ion engendered by the existence of sucn
wea~:JOns. and (he r"earthat chis has engendered among:st the emire POs{-wacgenerauon. is i{self an evil. as much as nuciear
war i(self. If noe aJways at the forefront oc

aaout ourct11Idren. about human na-

rure. ,\nd it ;,as pef\'<3ded the UlougnCS or

our c.'1lldren memseives. 'Nno are dee?jy
anx::iousabout ~""'etrru(ure In a wodd wnere

nuc!earweaoons remam."
Evans qUQ(es retired Amenc:m loinl
Chjefs or S(mC::alnnan G~n. Colin Pow..
ell a.:s haV1n~ dOllOts 10 i986 chac no maaer
how small nuciearweapons mj~( be. their
use would be Gassing a line: "Y beg-an rechinking rile pracnc:uicyormesesmail nuclear weapons." E.,ans quotes Henry
Kissinger cornpiaimng that the European
allies are asking for strategic assurances
":'..hat we c:mno{ 90sslbiy meanor.ifwedo
mean. we should noc exec-ute. bei::luse if
we execute we risk the destruction or civ;.
lilluon. - Lord Laws Mountbanen. Field

MarshailLard C,uve<. Gennan leader Hei·
~U( Schmidt. Americ;zn ianner defense
secretary Meivin Laird - an are cieed re·
nouncing the USe at nudear ...... e:lOons.
;:or those who ilce wa(c..:"Iers oeU.S. nudear weacons labs and their - Hocx:pile
stewardshiP" plans. :.he most imeresnng
parr of Evans' speech is hiS d~....cno(Jon oi
the temporary our· stable· deterrence thac
would be required dunng the eiiminatlon
of ail counrries' nude:u weapons. Dunng
this lime. no new nudear weapons could
be Introduced. and no (""ung o( any )dnd
would be permitted....... even (esung for
the purposeofmamcairung e.nsongstoapiles would be inconsistencwith the oblig·
ation. since such conduct is aImed Jt ex{ending the period in which r.he status quo
C1l1 be maintained. "
The U.s. Department o(E!le~ (DOE)
and itS counct!rpa.ns in Britain and FrilIlce

plan (0 build bHlions o( dalLJrs' \,·Orth of
newwe:apons·(e5ung f:J.ciliues.5uch.:l.s [hI::" i

Dual .-\xIs R.Jd.iogr:J.pnlc HydrO{~':;{ or
DARHT .l[ L-\'N'L 10 orderto perpetuilce OUf
nudeararsenJ...is .•-\ccorain-g<o t\·an.s. :he-sc
J..Ilwouid be illegal underJ.n adVlsory opInion from the World Court.

the World Court Project arTIe •.
?eter Weiss. emtnent clVlI Jnd human ngnrs lawyer (rom :--lew Yor~.
exrracts the mostsaJienc legal pOlmsoithe
.-\ustraiianst.::l(emenc. \Veiss is best known
for a c:tSe U1 which torturers (rom a South
:\..menClfl diC!atorsht9 were apprenended

B

Jcl:O(

and pros.ecured in Ne-.v YorkstJ.[e. Winmng

the case e5raoiishea the principle in U.S.
law thac ....,olaung a UN Gener::ti Assemblv
Reso!uuo? is grounds ior crimina.! charge;.
A few days later, over lunch. Peter tells

ContInued on Page 17
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us that itwas his undergraduate years atSt.
icon's College in Annapolis that led him
'n to the law. ·What do vou do at S~ John'sl"
"':>sks rhetorically. -You take a text and do
oattle with it. And most o(whatyou read
~~ere is about ideas of justice and what it
:al<es to make a decent society. I learned a
<:ertain kind of hard-headed thinking
:.,t!re." He's recendyfinisneda termon the
Sr. fohn's board of directors.
We go home to Ak's aparcmenc.Ak Maj·
ien is the brotheror"'\Villem. owner ofC!oud
'::iffBakery in Santa Fe. Wmem arranged
our stay. Ak has become the one indisc:ensable oerson at {he World Court Pro·
jeer. He speaks Dutch and very good EngUsh:he knows the town. where to buy things
3.!1d where noe; he drives. picking people
up at the station. at the airpon. He speaks'
the language of the computers and can fix
""~rthing. He is loved by ail.
The next day the sun breaks through the
lig.~t grey clouds that dwell over Holland.
Its cays catch the yellow leaves as they fall
and pidc. up {he masses oflate~blooming
roses in the palace garden. where black
""'ans and storks ca.n be seen through·the
·.v-avywindowpanes in the Great Hall. Bur
no one is looking OUt the window. Brilliant
and renowned Egyptian international law
proiessor G~orges Abi·Saab has the com·
PI"'" anention althe judges, ..
Conventions exist that ban chemical and
biological weapons. Nuclear nations argue
':...'1uc since nuclear weapons are not pro:""!ibited specifically in any tre3ty or can·
vention. they must be legaL Abi-Saab po·
~!{e1ypoints out that nudearweapons are
i;.;e~al because of their effects. not because

CRAHE: /\Ivn Ware.
from Ne\~ ZeaiandAotearoa.
demonstrates for
Dutch schoolchildren
the StOrt of Sad aka.
who died ofleukemia
asa result oithe
bombing of
Hiroshima.

of their name. He also mocks the eu. phemisticnew adjectjves conmved by the
nuclear states - ~dean. low-y"ieid. surgi·
cal" -sayingthatmese terms "tnviteconjecrure bordering on science Iletion."
He gives us a Swahili proverb: "YVhen
the eJephants fight. it is the grass that ruffers .... The nuclear grass is the G~nera1 As·
sembly- me overwheiming maJoney of
the membership o(the UN -seeking· dar·
i.r1cadon from the cOUrt as (0 the le~aJ lim·
. its of the freedom of the eieohams ....
Again citing retired G<!~. ?oweH. Abi·
Saab sums up ... , .. ~he use of nuc!ear
weapons. in whatever shane. SlZe or cir·
cumstance. constitutes an apocalypcic
threshold forwan-are. torthe lawoi"var and

. for humaniryadarge.And this is why their
use or threatened use is. and has (0 remain.
prohibited under the wise rules of international humanitarian law. relleering the
dictates of the public conscience of
mankind."
The French follow. Their strategy is to
impugn the right o(WHO to pose its question. and (0 blur distinctions between nuclear and otherwea pons •••\l1 weapo ns kill
and wound.' savs Proi. ,\lain Peilet o( the
Uttlversiryoiparis. He tells us that the on·
lylegitimatetaskoiWHO is "aftertheevent
... to succor the victims ....
But in fact. WHO has a constirurional
mandate (Q ora mate health and weH·being'Chrough prevention-rubercuiosis and
I

smallpox immunization. nurrition and san~
[tation. iorexample-a point made byZim·
babwe a[ the hearing's conclusion.
France daims tt1a{ the nudearumbrellaovermanycountnesisa protec:ion. The
.. contribution mat the polic,! of deterrence
makes to the maimenanceofworJd peace"
is praIsed.
Stabbing his finger in the air. red tanera robes rustling and powdered wig boo~
bing, Pellet declares that national savereigncy permits the choice of any weapon
forself-derense. and that nuclear weapons
serve (0 defend France's "'.rita! interests."
He warns that an op'inion by the court
might disrupt delic;I(e ongoing disarmament negocimions. Some listeners regard
this as a kind of argument by extortion. as
who would do the disrupClng buc the nudear weaoons sraces themselves? He repeats
{he t\Vo lJuestions before the
COUll are too hypornetlcal. roo abSUo.c .... lOO
speculative - refrains \ve'!I hear from the
RUSSIan Federation. <he U.S. and U.K. os
we!1. (China is not partlClpanng.)
It is as if Nuremourg had nt!ver hOlp,
pened. nor Hirosnlma.:\s if environmental
tOlwwere JSplr.Hlonal. (\0( binding. There is
no reference co weaoons of mass destruc·
non. no reference [Q the IOdiscnminate and
uncontroilable effects of nuclear weapons
Now we have heard both sides. The reo
maining days will br1n~ only ~mbeiJish
ments on (he basic :ugumenLS. We nocice
thac the former Axis powers. G~rmany :100
Italy. ace {he only rwo non-nucle:J.r coun·
tnessupporting the nuc!earweo.pons stales'
line. All other submissions argue for ille-

mac

WlTl/E5S£.5: Sami

Abushalkha and His
bceHeney Najeeb Ibn
Mohammed A1~
Nauimi orQatar
beiore mJdng the
podium in the Great
Hall oi)ustice.

gality.
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oJkin~ walking. 'NaJking - (0 and
from embassie:s. amc:'! supply
shops. re:stauraot sand the po$t'o{"

W

lice - we notice {here Jre do~ dro99in~
everfWhere. There ate many pet snaps. and
'HI! often see oeopte "waJking'" thetr dogs
by bicycle. We [earn (0 mind wnere we PUt
our [e~t. We pass (he Rabo8ank - ~ro ..
naunced "Roo J. bank!-

There are lots oUarrulies o{mlXed r.1C~
and white oarencs of dark .. skinned c.nii ..
dren ••-Il: teiis us that there -are now a great
number of :.hird .. generanon blacx. and
brown Oucci!. Taxes are hiWl here. 38 perC~nt for the middle .. income person and going u!J {Q 72 percent (or the rich. but ibis is
a very progressive soc~ef'(.

For budge.ary reasons.AI : lost his job as
a =etal:er of the mentally handiop9< 'd.
and he is entitled to cwo ::J.nd a halivt::us of
unemploy ment ac 70 perc.enc oih~ (ormer
salary. Private eduouon is.ubsidize d:pn·
vate schools have aslidin~ sc:tle. based on
parentinco me. Clrsareatl smruland srur ..
dy,:md getat least.w mpg. 3icyde:s abound.
-\.nd the ~duCltional
Medical Glre is
system has levels at' challenge built inca it.
so thac everyone c:mSUcc21!1l. yetnoonei s
.. tracl::ed" inco uade sc.."1ooi or acaderrua.
We decide that if mcitiladas and briWlt
blue skies e~ed here. we would have CO
move to HoUand.

rre-e..

he Russi.an foreign affairs lawyer,
A..G. Xodhakov. is icy. He dismiss""
human n~ts law as taldn~place"Co
.different dimension ." Risi:and enee-.sas·
sessmen(s are of the" political and erno·

T

aanai" realms: Koohakcvwill deal onlywith
law.
Malaysia's repr~ent.'1tive is UN Am·
bassador R=ti Ismail. Hecites a srudyiist·
ing 2.S instances jnvolv1n~ U.S. nudear
bnnXmanshilJberw~n 1.946 and 1980.He
reminds u:s that theSouthe m Hemispher e
is" custodian oi naruraJ resourc~ and bio ..
diversity crucial to the conc.nuea sumvaJ
oi people and the plane<. threarened by the
destructiveness o{nude3rw e::r.oons .....
"Fivecoun niescmnO( arrogate to them ..
selVes !oreverthe adusive povtiege ot'hav..
in~ thelr tin~er on the nuclear rngger... Is ..
mali 'Nams. Un their later oral arguments ,
Iran and Me:dco acrually hint they miWlt
droo out oithe Non· ?roliier<ltion Tre3CY if
cr..e nudearwe aoons sta[es don' (come uo
Wlth a time-lin~ iorweapan s .eJiminatio~
soon.1
New Zeal.1nd·s delegat. quOtes a iore·

sigiued U.5. president, James ,\1"dison. ,
in 1792 arg'Jed.. "Slch gener::l.tion ShOUh...
bearthe burden otitS own W::lr:s. instCJ.d 01
c:.lrrying the::? on J.t cne expen!:oL' of ache!"

gener.ltloos.
In Ihe snade ai the U.S. nudeor urn.
brella. Japan has been constr::l.int:::d from
usinf! the word ~i1le~ilL" aut th~ \Voros or'
TaX2bxu Kawamura .. director·~t!nt:::r:ll fue
a.rm.sconcroi and sc:entific :uf,ajrs in JJ.paI1 s
~iinistry of Forei~n Affairs • .:lre So POW!!!'.
fuj that itSClrCJ!iym::l.[fers. Hesavs thJ.{ -:hl.'
use oi nuce:lr we:acons is dearlv contr.lC\'
to {he spine oi hU~:J.nJ~· that g;\,es imer~
naaooal tawlcs philosoph iol foundatIon ...
Japan's detegates p resent mOre than (hr~~
mulion Declar.lt1o ns o(Public Cun,cienc e.
And theypr""" m tnemayors oiHirashim a
and Na~asal:i.
Hiroshima Mayor Takashi Hir:lob ad.
ContZlrul!d Olt Pagt' J9
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mits fapan'spast~onandcruelty, but

adds. ·historvisw ntten bvthevictors. Thus.
~e heinous ~assacre th~t was Hiroshima '
has be-..n handed down 10 us as a pcriee-~'y
Justified act oiwar••J..s a result. for 50 years
we have never directly coniron{ed me fuil
impUCU:lons ofthlsnorri fyingaaior the {u.
cure oime human race. ..
?hoco-graphs taken shortly after the
~mbin-g are projeaed on a scr~n before
:..'1ejudges... ~ .~.3eneaththea[Qmlcbomb's
:nonstrous mushroom doud. human sldn
'HaS burned raw. Crying for water. !luman
beings died in desperate agony: With
t.houghts of these vic:ims as the 5tartin~
po int.it is lnC.lfl1Oenc upon us to thin.kabout
ttle nudear a~e and the re!ationship between
hwnan beings and nudear weapons.. ... rH·
raakasay> •.
We take awaytembl e ima~es. and all our
'HOCl: day> have b""n long. On our first free
daywe pile into the car and head autoitawn
wichAkmd Iaoanes.e.arti.stMavurni Oda. tHe

are bound'£or'the iCroiler-Muller Museum..
tn theClI'we calk about tile'lision of de·
;reiopin-g countries: a new poiitic:1l order
based on social justice. protection oft..,e en, '/lronment .:espea for diversicy and a more
dem0a3cic Unlted Nations. :amenhan on
I nUdearwea ponspower . Probably AusUaiia
and New Zeaiandsha re this VlSion. too, de·
spite their dose ties [Q European indusniaiism.
We '''''nderif oolitic:Li (andsoirirual) lead·
. ':!!'3hip will mov~ South in me' new millen·
/ nium. The fust: ste? in this change may be
...unored reform oime Sec,Jriry Counc::.!'s
~ermanenc member:shi p system.
We tinve ?a5t the dac. gree:l farmland o{
I HoUan<i.\! me museum gate we ?atx. and
I
heip ourseives to the famous ownerless
Cu(c." wn.i(~ bicyc..!es. Through:l mtscy for
'!:St. 'He pedal the 10 km [0 the museum. ',Vide

I

I ..

I
I

I

trees and a rratioiscu.io(1.1!erlraw
into the"giass-waUed tre:lSure hou.se..lt's
UXe a steamy bath on a cold day; we stee?
au=!v"" in Van Go¢' and contempor .uy
arr(twowoc'c; by New Me:oco's Bruce Nau·

!J.WT1S and
IJS

::lann)~ We wander in the surroundin g for·

-!:St Where sc.J..\ucures SUddenly loom uo in

:~e,.,it. misty·driztie. After Gunes<! lax".
~u(a(.-\k,·s f.ltner'sapa mnent. W'ererum re-

1

he odici:lllwgua~"" 01 the court :lIe
French and £n¢h. Spanish isspol:en
~orthe first time in the court's history,

;u Mexico m~its tir:itappeir.1ll~ ~fQre
~~e court. Oi:smiS3in~ arguments that the

not rule on the issue. Ambas·
IOpost.
pone gIVlng a I~ opinion on the threat or

COurt should

sadoc~OGon:::lle:tGaM:zS3"'"

useoinude arweaoon s until an aaual elSe
OCCl.r.s is liX.esubsdrucingmeri.ico..newir.han

au[Oosv. ,.

R~?~esenlin~tinySanMarino. a democ·

racyt'or a thousand years (thel! iast"warwas
400 y~ a~ol. Dr. Federica Bigi as~ "In a
world where millions of human be111~ are
still su..rIermgrrom underoe"leio-pmem and
poverty, dying oihunger:m d diseases wruc.'1
could be created. it is not immoral to invest
~normous dnand~ resources tn nUc!e:3Iar~
5enalsl"
Samoa. the Marshall and Solomon Is·
lands collaborat e on their presentati on.
Alongside i~aJ experts from C:unbrid~e.
3russels and Rut~ers stanci3 a be.3uciful
brown·-ski.nned W(Jman. hairwraooe <i Wlth
lIowers. Lijan ibti1an-Sls trom th~Manih.ail
Wands. where ei~t ';eilybabi" ,,'have been
bom- no arms. no legs. no he:J.d..somehow
.t,,:...n.n~'" in the 'HOmo fat"nine or 10 mooci1.s.
-r:;'1ere are baoies born with no bones and
cranspa.ren t sx..in. TheIr brains and hearts
an ~ .seen until th.evdle :uter a Gavar rwo,
She he=illhas bad s~n ~ies. ".,.
duWn'l one at four months' gzration wno
was ..,.n,rely deiorme<!. with oniy one eye.
The U.5. dld 0; acrnosphe ricnudc:ar t=
over the Marsnalb ~n 1946 and 1958,
E!miJan,! rec:tili the Bravo test. the largest
nudear detonation a{.::ill time.. I.COO time:!.
more powertUl than the Hiroshima weapon.

Hert.land,Ron~e!:lp.is l~\::ilomet=irom

3ildrtiand 470 from Eni"",tok. the rwoataUs
used for U.s. testing. Flrst there was a huge.

brilliant li<;."t. .'1ot lonl! afterward. it ~

to snow. T;."le peo9ie had heard about snow

from rni:s:sionanes: !heypt.ayed in It and vwrdl
it. not realizing that it was radioactiv e (aIIout. Their bodies blistered and grew sores.
Many people lost u.~ei.r hair. but they re·
mainedonRon~eiap{or~andai1a!fdays

me!' 3ravo.

They then were evacuaced from Ron~e ..
lap without thelT oeianglng5 . ;JOt mOWing
they'MOuld be <elJtaway ior~ year.<. By
cr..en. some at' their food c:ops. such as: ar·
coWTOOt.had completely disappeare d. Tne
"'oioo planes bad stopped bearing fruit.
"',Vhatvre1 iid eat gave us bl.i.s.:ers on our tips
md in our moutnsan d 'We stUfered tembte
stomach problems and nausea.· she says.
E'ren peo9le who cune to nongelap aner
19S4aueriena:dthesameilln~~ 'Nhen
the-/oo.:oplained to thedoaors . thedoaors
blamed their food preparatio n or"Poisone d

Ssh. UnconVUlced.8p1lan~·s peop(e~vac·
uaced theniseive:s in 1s8s and nave been iiv..
in~ in ~e ~r since.
....1Jlowour~ncnce..now. to save oth ..
-en SUc.."1!o3dne:ssand ?ain. • 8::n..tlang: U~e1
tile court:

he ?ro-flUc.!.eat arguments ofthe Unit ..
",; Slat.. and the United Kin~dom will
be heard in the moming. lNelearrtth :lc

T

Zimbabwe - the nrn counrr( to sponsor
the WHOreso lution-has asxed loappe",
before the COUrt tomorrow_ Because pre..
sentations are aiohabe!lc al by country. the
?ro-n~ ~~willno( have the!.astwor ti
The U.s. and the U.K. fill the last :naming session. Britain is re;Jre!)ente d by Sir
NidlOlas LyeU (pres""'lY unde: investi'f<"
tion forpcsszote invoiveme ntin illegal arms
saJesto [rae). 10 call into quesrion thesys·
re.."T1 o{de!e:rre.."1ce ••• c:ru.id have 3 proioundly
destabilizin~ ~!fec. ,. Lye.!.! says.. }lesays mat
not e:very use ofnuc!e:lI'weapo~ wt11 via·
late humanitan an law. 'Hith precise {~e( ..
ing a balance on be snuc.X hecween IDlli·,
. r.;uy aavalu.a~~ md collateral dam..a~~. !t is
"dansserous no~nse" to propo.s.e that en ..
'rironment al Il"1!aQes m.ig,ht apptytc nudeat

w-eapons..

The Uruted States. reoresente d by fohn

H. Mc.."leill. senior Qe-pury gener:U counseJ

(rom tile De?amnen t aIDelen... elabor.l!es.
", .• we believe t."e policy or'nude3r de{er~
rence has saved manymilli oos oilives from
the scourgeoi war durin~ the pas<50years.
In thisspedai sense. nudearwe3 pons have
been 'used.' defensiveiy~ ~ry day for over
half a cenrury- to preserve the peace.'
McNeill continues. .. '" it has also be!!n
a.rgued mat nudearwe apons c;Jeegonca!·
\y C:1USe unne'Ce.ssa ry suffering or super·
fluou.s injury and the~fore violate the law
Continu.d ON Page 20
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of anned contlict. YVhetherthe use of a par1

{icuJar weapon causes unnecessary suffering depends •.. on whether its use and
resultant effects ~ required co accomplish
J legitImate mIlitary objective. is a quesrion which cannoe be answered in (he abstract." Sehind him sits Claudia Peterson
from Utah. a down-winder of the Nevada
Test Site. Her 6·year·old daughter died of
leukemia. her uranium-miner farner-inlawoilungc:mcer. her own iameroi a br.ti.n
tumor. She is crying.

irnbabwe has the last word. Answering many of the nuclear weapons
states' points. Zimbabwean diplomac lonarhan Wutawunashe reminds the
court that all oime nuc!earweapOClSSm(e5

Z

have been involved in W'3J'S since 1945. -Nu ..
dearweaponsdo not proVlde {or peace and
securiry. On the contrary. they threaten
peace and security."
If nudearweaoons are necessat'( for self·
defense. then
is proiifer.ltion o·pposed?
Wmawunashe qUOtes retired Americ:m Air.
Force Gen. Charles Horner. {onner com·
m.ander of the alrwar in the .P~rsian Gulf.
as saying that· nud.ear weapons are obsolele.· Homer last year tailed for e!imina·

why

nOIL

-There are many be[!erwa~"S to prevent
war besldes threatening to destroy an en·
including recourse CO chis co un .."
Wutawunasne condudes.
Almost noone in the world really wanes
nudearwe::tpons. More than three million
declarations of public conscience have
been collected from citizens around the
wand: they still are being received. Opm·
~my.

ion polls in the U.s .• France and England
all have shawn [hac strong majorities of
people wanting to be rid of nuclear
weapons. The Italian Pariiamentasi:ed ils
government (0 ~l.rgue for iilegaliCY at the
Wotld CDun - bum'as ignored. Semor po.
IiticJ...i. scientific and even militarY leaders
havespo;::enout for abolition. The'UNGeneral Assemblv has just passed" resolution
condemning continued nuclear weapons
testing; the vocewas96 (012. with even tile
U.s. abstaining.
In Britain. a key anei-nucieat expert is
Rob Greene. a retired Royal NavypilO! who
had handled nuclear_apons in both car·
rier-bome nudearsni..keaircrait: and in an·
ti .. submanne he{icopters equipped with
nllclear depth· bombs. He predicts. 'The
military hold the key to realizing the im·
plementation of a COUrt decision. The dif·
ference berween asoldier and a terrorist is

a Jin~ line. and that tine IS respect for i;1\\,·'
3ut what will (ha.t deciSion be; \\'hcn'
will the tine line betw~n soldi~!'"in~ .lnti
(error {all?
The court'S decision is e:tpt!ca'd by
Marc..'l 1996. ;..loone kno ....-s what it Will be.
Forthosewho broughcthcc.::lse. chere ma.y
not be a downside. even with .l decision
mat nudear weapons are noc iUeg::l1 in all
circumstanc~s. In C3se law, Peter Weiss
noces.. "today"5o dissents are tomorrow'$ decisions.. ...

J/ary Riseier and Ai.J.rrn Sal.:;;n:m. both
Santa FI! residenrs. an! members ole/Ie La~i
AlamosS(udyGrDUp.

Energy Officials Back Storage Plan for
Journal Staff Report

i¥s:;~r
I'':::'

Los Alamos National Laboratory
soon may become a warehouse for
outdated radioactive devices used
by private industry, university
researchers and government agencies.
The Department of Energy has
released an environmental assess-

ment for the proposed "radioactive
source recovery program" at the
lab.
Officials said the lab is well-suited to handling the devices, which
typically include small amounts of
plutonium or americium isotopes.
The devices, called neutron
sources, are typically tiny, steelsheathed cylinders used for such

purposes as checking compaction
of roads under construction and
measuring rock densities for boring well holes.
Users now have no way to dispose
of the devices.
A frequent critic of the lab, Greg
Mello of the Los Alamos Study
Group, said the program could be
useful.

''The lab's expertise in nuclear
materials can and should be applied
to corralling the dangers out
there," Mello said.
Mello said the devices, which are
widely used in industry, are safer at
the lab than "scattered all over the
country" in places where they may
be stored improperly or are vulnerable to accidents or damage.

dioactive Devices
According to the environmental
assessment, the recovery program
would collect about 2.2 pounds of
plutonium and 6.6 pounds of americium over 15 years.
Special processing equipment at
the lab would transform the materials into safer, less radioactive
forms that take up a fraction of the
space.

The material then would be held
in storage at the lab.
The Department of Energy is asking that any public comments on
the environmental assessment be
received by mid-December.
For more information call Elizabeth Withers at the agency's Los
Alamos office, 667-8690.

Nuclear treaty
pr ceeds by 47f-fits and starts
By STEPHEN T. SHANKLAND . three State Department agencies.
Once the treaty
on the agenda,
Assistant Managing Editor
the
Foreign
Relations
Committee
. Following the 'progress of the
approved
it
unanimously.
Strategic Anus Reduction Treaty II
Members of the Los Alamos
(START II) has been full of ups and
downs for.members of a Los Alam- . arms· control committee hoped
they'd see the treaty ratified by
. os arms control group.
Christmas.
"It's been disappointing again,"
But when the treaty came up for
said Bill Beyer, treaSurer of the Los .
Alamos Committee on Anus Con- debate in the full Senate on Fri~y,
trol and International Security and a it met with further opposition,
retired Los Alamos National Labo- Beyer said.
"There are hard-line senators
ratory mathematician. "It looks like
we can't see where it's going to who apparently don't like the
START II treaty and want a lot of
end."
.
START II, signed in January time tod6bate it on the floor,"
1993 by Presidents George Bush Beyer said.
Now Beyer hopes for ratificatiQil
and Boris Yeltsin; still must be rati~
.
fied by the U.S. Senate and the in early January.
A handful of senators, including
Russian
Duma . (parliament).
START II would reduce the number Jon Kyl, R-Ariz., and Robert Smith,
of deployed nuclear warheads from . R-N.H., spoke agiUnst the treaty,
6,000 ~ the level allowed in Beyer said. One reason: With fewer
U.S. nuclear weapons, it would be
START I - to 3,500.
easier
for nations without a nuclear
Committee members' who sup~
to acquire a stockpile
weapons
port the treaty have been following
.
its progress. through the Senate . that's significant.
Beyer doesn't agree with the
closely.
.
In part because of a filibuster by argumenL
"I think 3,500 weapons on each
Sen. Jeff Bingaman,D~N.M., the
side
is still an enormous number of
treaty was broken loose from the
Senate Foreign· Relations Commit- weapons~" Beyer said. lIe believes
tee, where Chainrtan Jesse Helms, .the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty
R-N.C., had been holding it as a
(Ph~ase see START ll, Page 10)
bargaining chip in negotiations on

was
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